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The Marshall Auditorium balcony is always a popular spot during Haverford Plenaries (witness this scene 
from yesteryear). Sunday's Plenary proved afar greater success than its predecessor, which failed to maintain 
quorum for the duration. File photo. ~ 

Second time's a charm ... 
Fords Hold Q·uorum, Ratify Code. 

BY HOWIE FENDRICH 

"Peopleweren'tsureifwewere 
voting on voting or voting to vote." 

during Haverford's Plenary on 
Sunday epitomize the air of 
confusion that often surrounded 
the gathering's debate. The fog 

proposed resolutions. . 
Unlike the initial spring Plenary 

-which failed to maintain quorum 
long enough for voting on a 

activities, Schainker began with 
the traditional moment of silence. 
After the formality of approval of 
the rules of order, Plenary began in 
earnest with the consideration of 
Resolution #1. 

Sponsored by Honor Council 
Secretary Jonathan Paul, the first 
measure - which passed without 
dissention, even in the form of 
"con" speeches - allows for 
random community members 
participating in trial juries to be 
selected from a list larger than the 
previously-mandated 25. 

Resolution #2, giving the dean 
and president of the college one 

week each to consider trial 
resolutions before forwarding 
concerns, was also moved to a vote 
without speeches other than that of 
the sponsors. With nary a "nay" 
vote, two resolutions had been 
passed in 11 minutes. 

Rather than a change of policy, 
the third measure entailed simply a 
"statement of student concern" 
regarding the role of precedent in 
Honor Council jury deliberations, 
parti~ularly in cases of plagiarism. 
Those who wrote the proposal 
viewedaPlenaryvoteon the matter 
as an opportunity for Honor 
(continued on page 7) 
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COLLECTION FangLizhi 
Dissident, Physicist Speaks on China 

Public Safety Suspends 
Ab~uction Investigation 

BY LISA SUFRIN 

Bryn Mawr Public Safety revealed this week that no additional 
leads were discovered in the case of a Bryn Mawr student abducted 
from Pembrook Arch last Saturday. A Safety Alert released to the 
community March 22, following an interview with the victim, disclosed 
that "there is no additional information to add to the original alert" 

Public Safety also issued a retraction to a statement in the original 
alert which identified the assailants as two black men. According to 
Public Safety, "initial information provided by two sources [used to 
compile the original alert] identified the assailants as being black. As 
a result of further conversations with the victim we believe now that it 
is not possible to identify the race of the perpetrators." 

This information was made known following an interview with the 
victim on the afternoon of March 21. According to Steven Heath, 
Director of Public Safety, this "first-hand interview with the victim" 
was conducted along with "two investigators from the Lower Merion 
Township Police." 

The student victim was unable to provide any additional details at 
this time. According to Heath, the student is claustrophobic and lost 
consciousness while she was in the trunk of the car. 

Heath continued that the investigation is "absolutely stymied. The 
investigation does not continue - there is nowhere else to go." 

In response to the incident, Heath indicated that Lower Merion 
Police have stepped up their presence in the area of Bryn Mawr 
College. In addition, Public Safety has instituted 'S.T.0.P.' patrols 
(Specific Targets of Patrol). Heath said that students will notice a 
"conspicuous presence of Public Safety vehicles and personnel." 

BY MICHAEL GOLDMAN 

Chinese dissident Fang Lizhi 
spoke at Tuesday's Collection, 
addressing the present and past 
efforts towards democratization in 
his homeland. Lizhi, also a 
renowned astrophysicist, has been 
involved with the democracy 
movement in China for many years 
and was barred from a dinner with 
President George Bush and forced 
to take refuge in the American 
embassy during the crackdown on 
dissidents in response to the 
Tianahnmen Square incident. 

Lizhi's pro-democracy acts, 
including public advocation of 
foreign divestment that would 
pressure the Chinese government 
into further democratization, 
earned him the dangerous label of 
"revolutionary" from the 
government. 

Lizhi presented the audience 
that packed Haverford's Stokes 
auditorium with both the historical 
presence of democracy and the 
status of current democratic 
movements in China. 

Lizhi compared the 
development of democracy in 
China to the spread of "modem" 
science in that country, defining 
modem science as coming from 
the European tradition including 
Copernicus. After its introduction 
by missionaries in 1582, the science 
of astronomy went through 
continual rejection and acceptance 

Fang Liz hi, an active member of the democracy movement in China for 
many years, addressed Tuesday's Collection in Chase Auditorium. 
Photo by Dan Marks. 

by the empowered government. 
Some emperors carried their 
rejection to the extreme of 
executing the "modern 
astronomers," the first to be 
"sacrificed for the modernization 
of China," Lizhi said. Not until the 
twentieth century was the science 
itself accepted, and the switch to 
the modem calendar was not made 
until 1913. Lizhi said of China, 
"they paid two or three centuries in 
adopting modem science." 

Because democracy, like 

science, includes "universal ideas," 
it might take an equally long time 
to be admitted into the C:!inese 
way of thought, according to Lizhi. 
"We already paid for the 
democracy almost 100 years," he 
said, referring to the national 
movements for Democracy which 
have been occurring since 1919. 

Lizhi first participated in such 
movements in 1957, when he was 
first expelled from the communist 
party. During this uprising Lizhi 
(continued on page 6) 
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E2 STANDBY! 
Transatlantic travel on OE2 is truly an incomparable experience. And now, with Cunard's 

irresistible OE2 standby fares, you can sail five glorious days and nights to or from 

England, and fly the other way free! 

May through December, fares of only $1 , 149 or $1,249 include a berth in a minimum-grade 

room for two, plus a one-way British Airways' economy-class ticket between London and 

New York. Washington, Philadelphia, Boston, Miami, or Chicago. Or book OE2 alone-just 

$999 on standby. Confirmation will be given four (4) weeks prior to sailing . For details, see 

your travel agent or Cunard. For a free brochure or $8.95 OE2 videotape depicting 

shipboard life, call 1-800-352-3800. 

1991 QE2 Sailings: 

To Europe: 5/18, 6/10, 6/21, 7/9, 7/29, 8/12, 8/22, 9/11, 9/26, 

10/6, 11/3, 11/26. 

From Europe: 5/3, 6/1, 6/16, 6/29, 7/24, 8/3, 8/17·, 9/6, 9/16, 10/1, 

10/21, 11/10, 12/16. 

This otter 1s subject to withdrawal without nouce and may not be combined ..,ith any other offer. Length-of-stay and air 
'restrictions apply; taxes extra © 1991 Cunard . Registry · OE2-Great Britain 
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Haverford senior Paige Butler and a friend enjoy the recent 
turn to warm weather by the Climbing Tree. Photo by Dan 
Marks. 

DATA ENTRY 
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F{f Summer Position. Great for High School or 
College Student. Data Entry and Various Office 
Duties. Call Christing Riley at 783-0900. 
College Pro Painters. 
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Tri-College Library Computer Catalog Completed 
BY AMY FORSTER 

The tangible results of seven 
years of work will be seen in 
September when returning students 
venture into the library and fi nd it 
unnecessary to flip through 
numerous card catalog listings in 
search of elusive books. Instead, 
they will have several ways to 
access the information on-line. 

such as the University of 
Pennsylvania, where there is a 
computerized system, but because 
not all of the records were 
converted there is still a need at 
times to use the old catalogue. 

The computerization process 
began in 1984 with the beginning 
of the conversion of data, and the 
process of cleaning up records has 
continued to date. The data base 
catalogues the holdings oftheBryn 
Mawr, Haverford, and Swarthmore 
libraries, including more than 
100,000 government documents 
which are currently not listed in 
the card catalogs. 

In addition to being able to 
search for a book by author, title, 
and subject, the system will allow 
the user to search for key words in 
a title, a method that may tum up 
otherwise overlooked materials. 
Because of this, Linda Bills, Tri
College Library Automation 
Coordinato, said, "We think our 
information will be used better. 
We also think that other collections 
will be used ... people will easily 
learn what is available at 
Swarthmore." Information about 
the status of the material will also 
be provided; the computer will 

Bryn Mawr, Haverford and Swarthmore finally leap into the future . The new computer catalog system will 
make a time-consuming card catalog search obsolete. 

After the data base was 
prepared by an outside firm, a $1 
million project, it was sent to a 
vendor in Oregon to be "cleaned 
up," attempting to remove multiple 
references to the same author or 
topic. This is especially likely 
with foreign names which receive 
a variety of spellings in English. 
Anothersource ofconfusion which 
needed to be cleaned up resulted 
from the different rules for subject 
headings that came down from the 
Library of Congress over the years. 
This resulted in materials on one 
topic being listed in several ways. 

Currently, the process of 
loading the corrected data is 
underway, a project which will taJ,e 
two to three months. Cross
references are also being added. 
"This summer we'll probably be 
practicing with the system ... it will 
definitely be up by summer," Bills 
said. 

received. 
Within the search categories 

further specifications can be 
indicated to facilitate quickly 
finding the desired material. For 
example, under a particular author 
heading the search can be limited 
to materials on a specific subject. 
Searches can also be limited 
according to the language the 
material is printed in. 

libraries in Philadelphia. No 
information would be found in the 
current catalog by searching under 
the heading "libraries." The only 
way to access the available 
information would be to search 
under Philadelphia. The 
computerized catalogue will be 
ab le to access the information from 
either heading because of its 
indexing system. 

which relevant books that would 
otherwise have been missed may 
be brought to the attention of the 
person doing research. 

There are several reasons that 
the process of computerization has 
beensolengthy. Byfarthegreatest 
amount of the time has been spent 
in cataloging tl}e information in a 
machine readable form. Also 
during this process all library books 
needed to be bar coded. The current 
card catalog is over one hundred 
years old, and it was decided that 
before any computer system was 
purchased all of the records, 
totaling three quarter million 
between the three schools, would 
be converted. This removes the 
problem experienced by schools 

Allcostsoftheprojectarebein~ 

shared by the three colleges, 
including staff time, hardware and 
software, and the preparation of 
the data base. Much of the funding 
has been received in grant form. 
"About five years ago we really 
couldn'tafford the very expensive 
technology. When we began we 
were a little ahead of the crowd .. 
most libraries in our size are now 
computerized or in the process," 
Bills said. 

· ndicate whether the book is on the 
helf, checked out, or on reserve, 

as well as at which library it can be 
found. In the case of magazines, 

e system will indicate when the 
issue is expected to be 

The data base also has indexed 
all sub-divisions of each category, 
so that to find the desired 
information it is not necessary to 
know how the system is structured, 
as is necessary with the current 
catalog. Bills provided an 
illustration concerning a person 
searching for information on 

Another useful feature is the 
system's ability to locate books 
that are shelved near each other. If 
this option is chosen, when a user 
has found a pertinent book they 
can be provided with information 
about the books with similar call 
numbers that exist in all three 
libraries. This is one more way in 

• • j 
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· Haverford·,.,,to Add Seven 
' :> tn'"' "Three await 'formatapproval' 

Tw~::::?x N~w --.+.,Profes"Sors-Fi 
=·:· Pd'siticS'ns·:·at Bryn Mawr 

• · BY BRENDAN CASE professors are uniformly excited 
. .. . .,. ·.·... about the upcoming additions to 

Haverford made a total of seven their ranks. ''The vast majority of 
faculty appointments in six people we've hired are our first ·;..·z departments last week, ending choices; others are strong second 
searches that in some cases have choices," Kessinger said. Added 
lasted a year or more. In the words Partridge, "We don't go to a second 
of Provost Bruce Partridge, these choice if they ' re not qualified .... 

LI.I appointments add "a tremendously We've been very fortunate this year 
· impressive group of people" to .. . we had to fight hard to get those 

Haverford'sfaculty. He noted that folks to come here." 

:!E
.. this group has "a wide range of 

teaching experience ... [and is) 
recognized for teaching as well as 
research." 

Tenure-track appointments 
were made in the departments of 
Spanish, re1igion, chemistry, 
physics, and mathematics, with 
each department except for math 

Z (two appointments) receiving one 
new member. The appointments 
in Spanish.religion, and chemistry - : 

0 
A. 
D.. 
Ill( 

have been approved by the 
college'sBoardofManagers, while 
President of the College Tom 
Kessinger said that the 
appointments in math and physics 
await"formal approval at the Board 
of Managers' May meeting." In 
the political science department, a 
one-year, non-tenure appointment 
was made, which does not need to 
be approved by the Board of 
Managers. 

According to Partridge, "all of 
the [faculty] searches are wound 
up and complete except [that for] 
economics." 

Prcsen t members of the faculty 
and administration who were 
involved in the search for new 

Associate Professor Terry 
Newirth, the chairperson of 
Haverford's Chemistry 
Department, pointed out that there 
will be "four [new] women in 
Stokes next year." (Stokes houses 
the chemistry, physics and math 
departments.) The four appointees 
in chemistry, physics, and math 
are all women, and they join 
departments which are 
predominantly-or, in the case of 
the math department, entirely -
male. 

The chemistry department's 
latest addition is Frances Blase, 
who spent her undergraduate years 
at the University of Pennsylvania, 
and who received her Ph.D. from 
Bryn Mawr. Blase, a Philadelphia 
native, is now at the University of 
Pennsylvania. According to 
Newirth, Blase "is a synthetic 
organic chemist." She added, 
"We're very pleased [about her 
arrival] ... she's a very enthusiastic 
person, and she's anxious to get 
started." Newirth noted that Blase 
has been to Haverford to meet 
present chemistry students. The -
(continued on page 6) 

.. BY JULIE FIGURA 

Two additional Bryn Mawr 
faculty appointments have been 
finalized by the mathematics and 
sociology departments. The 
mathematics search committee 
selected Dr. Helen G. Grundman, 
while Dr. Mary J. Osirim was 
appointed by the sociology 
department 

Grundman was appointed to 
assistant professor in the 
mathematics department after "the 
search committee reviewed nearly 
800 applications," Rhonda Hughes, 
chair of the mathematics 
department, said. Because of the 
large number of candidates, 
Hughes added that the selection 
process was difficult. However, 
Hughes was pleased to announce 
that "we [the math search 
committee] got our first choice." 

Grundman is currently a C. L. 
E. Moore instructor at 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Her educational 
background includes attending the 
University of Michigan, where she 
received a B.S., with high 
distinction in mathematics and 
psychology. After attending 
Wayne State University for 
graduate work, Grundman attained 
her Ph.D. from the University of 
California, Berkeley. 

"Grundman will greatly add to 
our department," comments 
Hughes. With a specialty in 
number theory, she "does exciting 
research in an area where we don't 

have anyone," stated Hughes. In 
addition, Hughes anticipates, 
"Grundman will be a great teacher". 

The search committee within 
the sociology department selected 
an internal candidate, Osirim, after 
"scrupulously cons'd · g alt ·200> 
candidates," remarked Professor of 
Sociology Judith Porter. 

While Porter is delighted by the 
candidate choice, she said the 
selection procedure was 
meticulous. Becausethecommittee 
had an internal candidate, Porter 
felt that it was necessary "to 
scrupulously consider all 
candidates to make sure an internal 
candidate was the best, which in 
fact [Osirim] was." 

Porter mentioned that all 
sociology majors were involved in 
the process. In addition, the 
candidate talks were attended by a 
number of faculty members from 
other social science departments. 

Osirim has been a lecturer in 
sociologyatBrynMawrsince 1986. 
She recently received her Ph.D. 
from Harvard University in 
sociology. Her prior academic 
achievements include graduating 
cum laude from Harvard-Radcliffe 
as an "Outstanding Minority 
Graduate" with an A.B. in social 
studies. She then attended The 
London School of Economics and 
Poli tical Science, where she 
received her M. Sc. 

Osirim specializes in gender 
studies and economic development, 
particularly in the Third World. 
(continued on page 6) 
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Gellert ·Symposium Features 
Mystery Writer Amanda Cross 

BYMAIASAJ 

"I wanl lo share stories of 
women's lives that might allow 
them lo create their own destiny 
and experience a new, different, 
and quite unexpected adventure
m iddle age," said Carolyn 
Heil bum, Avalon Professor of the 
Humanities at Columbia 

Heil bum said thatonlynovelist 
Sarah Orne Jewett, a friend of 
Cather's, "freed Cather from the 
masculine." Heilbum wanted to 
speak about Cather to release her 
"life from the bondage of gender, 
and public reprisals." Heil bum 
considered Cather "a pioneer 
among women's writers." It was 
not until her old age that Cather 

University, when she 
spoke al Goodhart 
Auditorium last 
Thursday. Heilburn is 
also a mystery novel 
writer.known by her pen 
name, Amand~ Cross, 

The lecture, "A Visit 
To Red Cloud: WiIJa 
Cather and Fables of 
Aging," was introduced 
by Judith Shapiro, Sryn 
Mawr's Provost. 
Heil bum looked back on 
a trip to Nebraska "with 
a shock ofrecognition." 
She had visited Red 
Cloud, Nebraska to give 
a ta!~, receive an award, 

and • W . ~.ff'.Nle l~d Jllr 
[Willa Cather) ha~ come 
from." 

"Cather," said 
Heilbum, was an author 
who believed in "male 

She doesn't 
want to see 

more "women 
become 

corporate 
lawyers who 

work ninety plus 
hours a week, 

but for men to 
realize how 

idiotic that is." 

heroism" and "female destiny." became "a reactionary, a detester 
Cather saw "a gender barrier to of young, isolated in her Park 
success" and "identified power Avenue Apartment," said 
with the masculine," explained Heilbum. 
Heilburn. In her old age Cather believed 

In 1c0oll~e f:ather .wrote under
1 

thata"trueartistmustbemasculine ;; \ .irn:.i n 11:,,rr. .rr. uir.: 
thename ilham~a~er."~ather andsolitary,"saidHeilbum. Unlike 
read noyels written bv ' rrieri oveL torl'rn~" .-WQ 

rftlr1 .,rf• fll)llUl'1~'l1 lr f\iT •1r1T ~~ _ 
women because sne tooK no commumty and no support 
chances with her reading," said groups." Heilbum noted that 
Heilbum. Catheralsodidn'twant Cather's "concept of gender and 
to be compared to other women sex was the same" and said that 
authors of her day. She used male "Cather offers us a way of coping 
narrators to avoid comparison with with people who wish to preserve 
people like Kate Chopin. the world the way it was." 

HC Names New Profs 
(continued from page 5) 
position filled by Blase was opened 
last year when Professor Eric 
Johnston left Haverford afler being 
denied tenure. 

Curtis Greene ofButlerand Singer, 
calling them "a very exciting 
addition to the deparlffient." 

He also noted that the two 
newcomers "will dramatically 
change the department .... We're 
all very pleased aboul it." 

Roberto Castillo-Sandoval has 
been appointed to the Spanish 
department. He received his 
undergraduate degree from 
Kenyon College and his Ph.D. from 
Harvard University. In religion, 
the appointee is Seth Brody, who 

Heil bum does not blame Cather 
for her viewpoints, but rather 
appreciates her for her creation of 
"sensitive male characters who 
echo unforgettably." Since Cather 
burned all her letters and refused 
all biographies, Heilbum said she 
"gave us the chance to make of her 
life what we will." Heilbum also 
wanted to "usurp this life and offer 
it to women of my own time." 

Heil bum concluded her talk by 
answering questions posed by the 
audience. When asked about the 
danger of allowing the personal to 
become too political and vice versa, 
Heil bum said that"the whole point 
is to make men more like women, 
i.e. if nurturing children is so 
glorious why don't you share it?" 
She said she doesn't want to see 
more "women become corporate 
lawyers who work ninety plus 
hours a week but for men to realize 
how idiotic that is." 

Heilbum also spoke aboul 
aging. She referred to a change 
that comes when women stop being 
"in the male gaze that demands 
that women be beautiful, thin, and 
youthful." Heil bum felt that 
women "should stop trying because 
invisibility is the first step towards 
middle age, because it allows one 
to do things rather than be gazed 
at." 

Heil bum, the scholar, is author 
of three feminist works: "Toward 
Recognition of Androgyny, 
Reinventing Womanhood, and 
WritingaWoman'sLife. Heilbum 
as Amanda Cross is the author of 
ten. fl\Uf~ -m1vels.;,..includin.g.. ln 
The Last Analysis. The James 
Joyce Murder. Poetic Justice. The 
Theban Mysteries. The Question 
of Max. Death In A Tenured 
Position. Sweet Death.Kind Death. 
No Word From Winifred, and A 
Trap Of Fools. 

= ;It);i~~~~~i~i~~~~~~~~~;j~~~l~~~~~l~l;~~~~i~~l~~~~~~l1~tf:~rt~l:~I~~Jkil~l~~l:;~~= 

spent his undergraduate years at 
Columbia University. Brody then 
attended Hebrew University and 
theJ ewish Theological Seminary, 
and is now finishing his Ph.D. at 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
Brody is also an ordained rabbi. 

In addition, the political 
science department welcomes 
Jesse Borges to a one year, non
tenure track position. Borges 
received his B.A. from SUNY
Binghamton, and is currently 
pursuing a Ph.D. at Princeton. 

The appointee lo the physics 
department is Sally Seidel, who 
received her B.S. from Yale 
University, and her Ph.D. from the 
University of Michigan. S he is 
now al the University of Toronto. 
Associate Professor Slavica 
Matacic, amemberofHaverford's 
Biology Deparlment and the chair 
of the Physics Ad-Hoc Search 
Committee, said, "[Seidel] wasone 
of the most impressive candidates 
that we had seen, and we are 
extremelypleasedsheacceptedour 
offer." Seidel replaces Professor 
David Pines, who left !~st year. 

More BMC Appointments 

The apointees to the math 
department are Lynne Butler and 
Stephanie Singer. Butler spent her 
undergraduate years at the 
University of Chicago, and earned 
herPh.D.fromMIT. Shehasbeen 
at Princeton for the last five years. 
Singer was an undergraduate at 
Yale, and is soon to earn her Ph.D. 
from the Courant Institute. 

"They' re both terrific 
appoinunents," said math professor 

(continued from page 5) 

Porter commented that Osirim-is a 
Continued from page -

superb teacher who brings 
tremendous strength to the 
deparlment. "She will bring the 
strength she has continued to offer 
to the deparLment in the five years 
she has been here." 

In addition to these new 
appointments, six reappointments 
affecting tenure and promotion 
were made. Michael Allen in the 
political science department, 
Jeffrey Applegate from the 

Graduate School of Social Work 
and Social Research, David Karen 

-in the sociology department, 
Michael Nylan from the East Asian 
Studies Program within the history 
and political science deparlments, 
Leslie Rescorla in the human 
development department, and 
Azade Seyhan in the German 
deparlment were all promoted to 
Associate Professor positions and 
granted tenure. 

The Russian &partment search 
continues, but an appointment 
should be finalized by April 8th. 

March 29, 1991 
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Fang Lizhi and Provost of Haverford College Bruce Partridge_ ~r~senU 
lecuons Collection. Photo by Dan Marks. 

Chinese Dissident f4 perce 
1Dlyl8p 
while 27 

Speaks at Collection 01~~~~e· 
lonor C 

(continued from page 1) 
saw friends and others who were 
not so fortunate in the prices they 
paid for revolt. "Some lost jobs, 
some went to labor camp, some 
also died." 

Despite the failing of all these 
movements, including the 1989 
demonstrations, Lizhi 
"encouraged students not to lose 
optimism." Compared to the 
acceptance of science in China, 
the acceptance of democracy 
might have just begun, and as he 
later responded to a question from 
the audience, "democracy 
movemel),ts will continue to occur 
:..::· in"' ciifferent sty'ies'' ~ntil 
changes come about. 

The present situation in China 
has quieted down, "but the 
movement is still there." Lizhi 
emphasized that the people of 
China still wantchange. He cited 
many examples of continuing 
protests, such as a student's 
reversal of a slogan during a 
popular leader's lecture: "China 
can only be saved by 
communism" was switched to 
"Communism can only be saved 
by China." He also noted the 

"''1~:·1 1 ·1[.1~/~flt 
::;::::::::::~ 

"demonstration by high-tech" ~d was 
involved when anli· lteration 
governmental slogans were used ~viousl 
in computer systems. ~ compri' 

Lizhi stressed the magnitude f.norCo 
of the problem in China when ~n.stl! 
considered by a world village ongm 
perspective. "[The] violation of chan 
human rights in China is not only •em~ers1 
a Chinese problem but also a ~lecllonsl 
problem with the world, I mean 
human rights being universal." 
He also demonstrated the 
importance of his country in the 
effects it has not only politically, 
butalsoenvironmentally. Despite 

hc;h.inf s L~~ .. d~tel?P'Jl.ent, · 
already adds to global wanning 
by producing 8% of the world's 
carbon emissions. Considering 
the nation's great resources, its 
further development could have 
great impact on the state of the 
earth. 

Lizhi concluded that China's tof Hon 
"insistence to violate human raised c 
rights ... is a potential problem... reintrO' 
not only for China ... buta world r cncoun 
problem." And as China and the (resoluti 
U.S. are participants in the world, Sarah 
we must consider its problems 
ours. 
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Second Plenary Proves Profitable: Code Passed 
(continued from page 1) 
Council to "gauge community 
qiinion," according to one sponsor, 
jllllior Kate DiLorenzo. After 
OO!ted debate a hand vote was 
laken. The statement allowed for 
lhreeoptions; they read, in part -
"A: We the student body feel that 
all trial resolutions should be left 
up to the jury .... " "B: We the •nt body feel that juries ought 
ui have concrete and formally
C!lablished guidelines to guide their 
deliberations in instances of 
plagiarism .... " "C: Neither 
Option." 

Of the 451 votes counted by 
, ~ludents Council dorm 

iqiresentatives in their assigned 
~tions of Marshall Auditorium, 
l4 ~rcent favored choice A and 
ooly 18 percent opted for choice B, 
while 27 percent selected C. 

Like the first resolution 
coosidered, the fourth dealt with 
Honor Council jury composition, 
and was passed, albeit with 

tion. While the Honor Code 
viously held that juries would 
comprised of eight members of 

lilnorCouncil and fourrandomly-
n students, Resolution #4, in 

i!original form, called for that to 
lie changed to five Council 
members and seven random 
ll:ctions. There was much debate 

!his issue, with the "con" 
pers predominantly Honor 
Council members and the "pro" 
persnot 

While some speakers dealt with 
specific numbers - offering 

suggestions ranging from five 
random students to seven, or 
expressing that they were 
"uncomfortable for aesthetic 
reasons" with a 7-5 split, as did 
Paul - others struck at deeper 
issues. Considerations such as the 
importance of prior experience on 
trials, consistency in trial 
resolutions or the fact that all 
Haverford students live under the 
Honor Code and therefore ought to 
be qualified to sit on a jury were 

discussed. 
Eventually the measure was 

changed to call for an even di vision 
(six of each) between Honor 
Council members and the random 
jurors, and after more than 35 
minutes of consideration, the 
resolution was put to a vote. 
Because it called for an alteration 
to the Honor Code, two-thirds 

approval of those in attendance 
was required. The voice vote was 
too close for Sc ha inker to call , so a 
hand vote was taken. Seventy-five 
percent approved of the measure, 
while 20 percent voted against it 
and five percent abstained. (See 
article on this page about past 
consideration of jury composition.) 

Resolution #5, instituting an · 
appeals process for JSAAPP trials 
passed quickly and without 
controversy. 

The sixth proposal would have 
called for failure of the Honor Code 
and altered the procedure for 
reconvening Plenary if quorum is 
lost or not reached at spring 
Plenary. The resolution, labeled a 
"threat" to induce higher Plenary 
attendance by former Students 
Council President Eric Becker, 
failed in a voice vote. 

Resolution #7 , which also 
failed passage, offered a change in 
the language governing observed 
violations of the Honor Code. 
Rather than speaking of 
"confronting" a perceived violator 
of the Code, a student would be 
said to "approach for clarification." 
Proponents of the measure argued 
that "confrontation" presents many 
- especially first-year - students 
with trouble because it calls for a 
difficult action, and implies an 

aggressiveness which the Honor 
Codereallydoesnotintend. Others 
countered that the notion of 
confronting another ought not be 
an easy procedure; rather, it should 
entail value consideration by both 
parties involved. Others pointed 
out that there were important 
semantical differences, mostly 
favoringretaining"confrontation." 

llesolution Resurrects Issue of Jury Composition 
BY MAUREEN TURNER community forplagiarism, while a members from juries. She situation in '83[-84]andthisone." 

senior commiting the same maintains that within any group of Both took place in an atmosphere 
A resolution at Sunday's infraction was not. 'The issue is people, such as Honor Council, of faculty concern about trial 

Plenarychangingthecomposition not so much making the there will naturally be some outcomes. In fact, in the fall of 
ofHonor Council trial juries has punishments harder, but making disagreeingopinions;forexample, 1983,ProfessorJohnChesickhad 
raised concerns among the faculty, them uniform," he says. she points to another resolution at suggested that theHonorCode be 
reintroducing issues first President of the College Sunday's Plenary about which all suspended, largely in response to 
mcountered seven years ago. The Thomas Kessinger agrees with members of Council could not a recent trial in which a student, 
resolution, proposed by senior Partridge's views on the issue, reach a common agreement. "I believed to have turned in another 
larah Crompton, called for a expressing concern that decisions don't think having all Honor student's work as her own, was 
change in the make-up of juries, willreflect"lesscontinuity" if there Council members on juries will penalized with what many 
replacing the previous ratio of eight is a less consistent jury make-up. [bring about] the consistency [the considered a lenient punishment. 
Council members and four faculty] wants," she Although the faculty decided not 
random members of the r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i says. to suspend the Code, Partridge 

communitywithonemadeupof A LOOK BACK: The issue of jury decided to not follow the jury's 
gxeach. compostion is not suggestions in this case, but to 

Proponents of the new 1 984 MEASURE new. In the 1984 instead recommend a harsher 
composition speaking at Plenary SET S: 4 RATIO spring Plenary, a penalty for the student. 
~mphasized the importance of cont rovers i a I Commenting on Sunday's 
rncluding more non-Council resolution was resolution,Partridgesays,"Ithink 
JUfOCS as a way to make the "Having random jurors is very passed which did away with an all- it was an unfortunate reversal of 
workings of Honor Council more important," he concedes. "But in Council jury, instituting instead the the trend started 7 or 8 years ago 
~essible to non-members, and to terms of making the work of [the 8:4 ratio rejected this past Sunday. to include more members of 
reinforce the idea of the Code jury] effective ... the admixture of The 1984 resolution was a rejection Honor Council on trial juries." 
l'elongingtotheentirecommunity, less experienced [jurors] will be a ofthesuggestionofProfessorColin WhileCromptondidnotapproach 
arxl not just an elected body of problem." MacKay, who, after conducting a Partridge or any of the parties 
representatives. According to Kessinger also noted the report on the Honor Code shortly involved in the 1984 decision, 
Provost of the College Bruce concern of the faculty about the beforethatPlenary,Lhefindingsof shesaysthatshewasawareofthe 
Partridge, however, such a move perceived inconsistency of recent whichincludedanindicationthata history involved in this issue, 
will serve to aggravate what many Honor Council resolutions, saying substantial number of students having read old news articles 
see Lo be a trend towards that, at a February meeting, the committedHonorCodeviolations, about the situation, and she 
~wnsistency in recent Honor faculty , at Kessinger's suggestion, while only a f raclion actuall y went maintains that the si tuations are 
Council decisions. discussed their views of the Code. to trial, proposed that the jury not really parallel. "I thi nk that 

"Theinvolvementofanelected Theoutcomeof thediscussion was composition not be changed Lo the difference between ~,ct 

!OOy, particularly one with people the faculty ' s reaffirmation of their include non-Council members. now ... [is that] there was a definite 
who have seen a Lnal before, would agreement to work under the Code The passing of this resolution drew crisis at that time," she says, 
\elp make j udgements more as membcrsof the community,and concern from th' adm inisLrntion

1 
pointing to the findmg of the 

.1iform, and less capric ious," of their opinion that in cases of inc~djn£ ,Vie;I?-frcsidcnt Roqcµ Mackay report, and notmg that al 
Partridge maintains. He adMs thai "blatant ptagiar;i§m. " separation Ste~cps, }y,b,q w,as.qi:u~sc,l as ~iog the ltm,e. the~ .,..,~cc no ~l 

~':c facultyhasexprcssed a conccm fromthecomm unitywouldbethe "very disappointcd''.- 1w1t,q t Yfc gmqcl.\ncfi fQr \!Jf! prgtjedll!' . 
aoout the lack of consistency in "normal consequence." change. 1 , • 1 , .,.., .,r 1 Th.., guide I nc wf11cJl"x.istto~y.,. 
recent tna! decisions, ' ntrng " ~romptOtt ?h wever, disagrees . Part rid"C, wh~ wa" dean o{thG. Jshe aqds,,. :vcrQ c~catcd:in rd r,LQ _, .. , ill"Jua I :J • 1 _. , t '( t u ' 

lpCCifica-'i} ,. C . "J<elly: an 1 tba he e prob! m lf' coll.r.~C ¥\q~ liuic;' ~~y~,,''fb.C.r't1) t ;naken trjal.- !OU.l~ tl}Q~ Jl.l10f e 

'Zoe" . , m • a ·" e mrt' some real parallels between the consistent. 
freshman was separated from the of more random community 

Sophomore Ben Levy remarked, 
"This resolution makes it sound 
like you' re seducing somebody" 
when "approaching." 

The vote which disallowed this 
proposed change immediately 
preceded the arrival of the two
hour time limit for Plenary, 
necessitating a vote to extend time 
for 20 minutes. Schainker's first 
of several calls for a continuation 
passed without opposition, and 
those gathered proceeded to the 
penultimate resolution, which 
would have allowed the 
confronting party in an HC trial to 
have a support person. The 
confusion reached its apex during 
consideration of this resolution, 
which was a revised version of a 
proposal presented at the initial 
spring Plenary. After debate had 
commenced, three amendments, at 
various times friendly and 
unfriendly, were offered by 
different students in attendance. 
As the gathering teetered on the 
verge of chaos - with questions, 
arguments and other comments 
being rained upon Paul (the 
resolution's sponsor) and 
Schainker - the Sc president 
moved that the proposal be offered 
again at Plenary in the fall, allowing 
for an ironing out of the difficulties. 
Much of the confusion resulted 
because "people didn't decide that 
that they were doing amendments 
before the resolution was 
presented," Schainkercommented. 
"Something lo learn from this 
Plenary is that people should 
submit amendments before 
Plenary, ideally." 

The final resolution, the fifth 
sponsored at least in part by Paul, 
offered a pseudo-replacement for 
the so-called" -isms" clause of the 
Honor Code; a section removed at 
spring Plenary one year ago. This 
year's resolution offered a call for 
respectful discourse, without 
attempting a specific listing of the 
types of statements that would be 
considered violations of the Honor 
Code. After am uddled discussion 
addressing the old clause and 
freedom of speech, the ninth and 
final resolution was voted down, 
and Plenary turned to ratification 
of the Honor Code. 

As in past years, students spoke 
both for and against passing the 
Code. While the Code's detractors 
largely complained that poor 
Plenary attendance indicates a loss 
of interest in the document, its 
supporters noted that Sunday's 
gathering ought to offer hope and 
that the Code promotes dialogue 
that might be absent otherwise. 

After approximately 20 
minutes of discussion, Schainker 
asked whether time should be 
extended or whether a vote on the 
Code should be taken. A voice 
vote was taken, and 61 percent 
responded that a ratification vote 
should be taken. The vote which 
followed was a resounding passage 
of the Honor Code. 

For the Honor Code to be 
ratified officially, however, it must 
be opted for by two-thirds of the 
student bbd1.' ma wrllteA vole which 

·15cgllh ~esterd~. 1'1\e ratification 
·' 

1 (~<J'' ' l1i1 
card~, pl, c '.C! m students' 
w • • , w: '11 'l 
maillloxes 'yesterday, may pc 
turnt'd 'i'rn!ntil tJ:<JO pm. tonig!\t, 
behlritrm& '~'f "fn·it.e C1dbp. ·: l :-
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Sure it's sad, but 
, l) letters 

111:1 we meant it. ~ SGA Members Speak Against Harassment 
i!~ 

You know, we editors work our asses to the 
bone week in and week out on this god-damn 
paper, and you know what we get in return, week 
in and week out, from our bi-college public? 

A little glory you think maybe? Hell, no - we 
get shit. Shit by the bucketload is what we editors 
get from our bi-college public. 

Let's face it. Nobody likes The Bi-Co News 
anymore. 

We're not sure when it happened, but some
where along the line the coach of adoration which 
used to be the province of Bi-Co News editors 
turned into a pumpkin of despisal. 

To the Community: 

We the SGA Assembly, in light of 
the recurring events of violence and 
harassment plaguing our campus, feel 
the need to make a statement and take 
action. We find anonymous harass
ment, and all violations of personal 
liberty and security at Bryn Mawr 
College, to be appalling and unaccept
able. We condemn these acts of intol
erance and disrespect, as they serve 
only to divide and disempower our 
campus. Although individuals have 
been victimized personally, the com
munity has suffered as a whole. To
gether we must unite in Veritatem 
Dilexi: We have chosen Truth. 

Our present goals to re
empower this campus are as follows: 

1. A campus display outlining the 
details of all known incidents of cam
pus harrassment and violence. 

2. A Security Representative 
campaign to reduce phone harassment 
by installing an effective intra-cam
pus telephone system; heightening 
campus awareness of the preventive 
safety measures available to students 
is also a priority. 

3. Continuing the meetings spon
sored by your dorm presidents to dis
cuss the safety and harassment issues 
facing this campus. 

The SGA Assembly as a body 
challenges itself and its members to 
respond to these incidents and issues 
through statement and action in the 
short and long term, as this is not an 
isolated incident. We are your repre-

sentatives, and it is our responsi~ 
to promote community discussionm 
action. We urge you to challenge yoo 
representatives to do so. 

The Ad-Hoc Committee on Hr 
assment of the Self Government Ass. 
ciation 

Arati Vasan 
Elizabeth Pfaffenroth 
Mary Elizabeth Cave 
Aparajita Sood 
Kelly McVeigh 
Debbie Murphy 
Lee Fortmiller 
Armaity V. Ilharucha 
Ingrid D. Johnson 
Anita J. Dalton 
Andrea Cheng 
Kristen Shepos 

~ 

?: 
~t: 

But when we say to people who complain, "So 
join the staff and make it better," they tell us they 
don't have time outside their studies and other 
interests to put a significant amount of time into 
The Bi-College News. 

Stroud Angered By News1 

Avoidance of ''Real'' Issue 
Let us let you in on a little secret: neither do we. 
So fuck off is all we have to say to all you bi

college hitchers. We're only less than human, 
especially at 5 am on Thursday mornings. 

Or better yet, fuck us. Late nights with The Bi
Co News take their toll on our social lives, too. 
Think about it. 

So we can't spell very well, and we lose crucial 
pieces of copy now and then, and our pictures 
tend to look like they've been through an acid 
solution. 

You think that means we don't have feelings? 
Come on, now. Editorial dignity be damned, 

doesn't anybody out there like us, just a little bit? 
Our office hours are 8 to 8 Wednesday nights 

and we can always use a little cuddling to offset 
all the angry letters. 

This was written by our partners in crime from 1978. Some 

things never change. 

The Bi-College News 
Editor·in-Chief.. ...................................... Leslie Power (642-1189) 
Managing/News Editor ..................... Howie Fendrich (645-9918) 
News Editor ................................................ Lisa Sufrin (526-7702) 
Op-Ed Editor .......................................... Eric Pelofsky (649-6925) 
Features Editor ....................................... Ruth Henson (526-5444) 
Features Editor ....................................... Jon Hurwitz (645-9898) 
Features Editor ........................................... Colin Rule (896-6532) 
Features Editor ................................... Alison Watkins (526-5908) 
Arts Editor ................................................ Sona Chong (526-5601) 
Sports Editor ............................................... Chris Hall (642-1867) 
Sports Editor ...................... ; ......... Martin Hornberger (896-6206) 
Photo Editor ............................................... Dan Marks (642-3099) 

To the Editor: 

I am deeply concerned about the 
half-truth and partial information in 
your recent front-page article about 
the anonymous harassment taking 
place at Bryn Mawr. Lisa Sufrin and 
Ruth Henson, the authors of the ar
ticle, described the harassment as 
"anonymous sexual harassment" for 
the bulk of the article. Now, the 
harassment was anonymous. And it 
was sexual. But its language was also 
viciously homophobic. The authors, 
however, used the word "lesbian" ex
actly once in their article, and then 
only to quote the letter from the ad
ministration which stated that the notes 
contained "obscene language to 
threaten the student and insult her les
bian sexual orientation." Nowhere did 
the authors state in their own words 
that the notes were, in fact, homopho
bic. They did not acknowledge that the 
student who has been harassed has 
been targeted on the basis of her sexual 
orientation. 

A reader who had not been on this 
campus at any time in the past two 
weeks might think that you were doing 
your best to be objective: using what
ever information was available and 
trying not to make any assumptions. 
However, anyone who has actually 
been here can see that it would not 
have been hard for you to determine 
for yourselves that the notes were, in 
fact, homophobic. Photocopies of the 
firs t two notes were posted all over 
campus as early as Sunday, March 
17th, when we returned from spring 
break-well in advance of your dead
line. "BITCH DYKE, DYKES SUCK, 
SUCK ME, SUCK MY COCK AND 
CHOKE,""UGLYDYKESUCKMY 
DICK TILL YOU DIE," say the notes. 
You must have seen them. Every at
tempt has been made to make the 

community aware of the content of 
these notes. 

Furthermore, the clearest Jinks 
between this harassment and the 1988 
harassment, which you mention, have 
to do with the similar homophobic 
content of the notes. And the timeline 
in the campus center, which you also 
mention, is a timeline illustrating only 

the acts of homophobic harassm' 
perpetrated against gay, lesbian 31 

bisexual students over the past ro. 
years - it is not, as you suggest~ 
leaving out this key piece of infomu 
lion, a general timeline of all acts o 
harassment. A sign posted over tl 
timeline clearly states that harassma 
(conJinued on page 12) 

Haverford Communit) 
Service Day April 20 
To the community: 

Community Service Day-which 
started out as a Plenary resolution in 
the fall of 1989 - will be held on Sat
urday, April 20. During the day, sev
eral hundred students, as well as fac
ulty, staff and administration will vol
unteer for a variety of community 
service organizations in the Philadel
phia and Main Line areas. Transpor
tation will be provided. A picnic and 
the Serendipity Carnival will follow. 

The day is a pilot program run 
through Eighth Dimension; if success
ful, it may be expanded in future years 
and may be scheduled to replaced a 
Class Day. 

The number of volunteers is ap
proaching 200, and we do not know if 
there will be more than 300 place
ments available. Below is a prelimi
nary list of agencies that have already 
requested volunteers. As there is still 
space available, sign-ups for the Day 
will continue through the beginning of 
April. Information will be available in 
the Dining Center. 
•CCIP (Chester) - renovating 
homes 
•Project Home (Philadelphia) -

painting, yard cleaning 
•Senior Cenier (Ardmore) - spring 
planling, cleaning 
•Point Breeze (South PhiladelphiJJ) 
- work wlteens on cleanup/trails 
•Tinicum NaJ' I Environmenl Cm 
(Southwest Philade phi a) - traii 
cleaning 
•Mercy Hospice (CenJer City) -
mainJenance, help wllunch 
•HabilaJfor Humanity (Philadelphi 
- housing renovation 
•FairmounJ Park Commission(Phi~ 
delphia) - work in Japanese Gardtn 
•Union Gospel Mission (Chester) 
•Philadelphia Zoo 
•Shelley Ridge (Roxborough) -
clearing trails 
•Gladwynne Civic Association· tr~ 

stream cleanup 
•Schuylkill Valley NaJure Ceruer 
(Roxborough) - vine cuJting in woo! 
fields 
•Fox Chase Farms/ Penny Pack 
•EnvironmenJal CenJer - help w"' 
festival.farm tours 

If you have any questions, fcelfr1 
to call Eighth Dimension at 896-11 
or Eric Falkenstein at 642-7158. 

Eric Falkenstein '91 
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To My Fellow Students, 

1 am writing this letter in support 
of Steven Heath, the head of Public 
Safety at Bryn Mawr. I have been at 
Bryn Mawr for almost four years now 
and have seen many situations handled 
abysmally by other heads of what was 

The ~i-College News will print letters and s.hort opinion pieces ~at reflect then know as security. Mismanage-
~e Views of those connected to the ~m.muru.ty. We .reserve.the nght toed1t ment and insensitivity to the feel in s 
pieces for length. The number of op1ruon pieces pnnted will be subject to g 
the amount of available space. All other unsolicited material must be of students as well as a lack of a sense 
discussed with the Editor-in-Chief. of the socio-political ramifications of 
All submissions are due in The Bi-College News' Bryn Mawr (c-1740) or incidents have reigned in the past. 
Haverford mailboxes by Tuesday at 5:00 pm to be published in that week's This is not so with Steven Heath. 
paper. All material must be submitted on Microsoft Word files for either In speaking with him and seeing how 
Macintosh or 51'.4". disks (no 31(2" IBM disks). A printed copy must be he handles inve~gations such as the 
included. Subm1ss1ons not on disk are unacceptable. . . 
The opinions expressed in "commentaries" (including 011e-on-011e) are currentharassmentandabducuoncases 
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the editors. I am m.ore than impressed with his 

u •. , : · • · • ' · ' :.II' -. i.:1 •c ·~m'l c;Di~lf, Lr:i; i;l ! 1nofl 

.\\!'.)!~ Ul~mc:i n?,1.1(),s\\ mu\ ::i~~llo:i- 1d ::irl.J m :..!qooq ,·ru;m JcrlJ -lib :;;:1:.;v~.n" 10 !niv'.>b ln:ii10J::irh 

sensitivity to students and student 
concerns, as well as his desire to sec 
resolution in the cases. When I came 
back from break to hear about what 
was happening I was scared that Pub
lic Safety was going to mishandle the 
job again. When I heard what meas
ures were being taken and what sup
port was being given to the students 
involved I was impressed. When I 
read the alert posted about the abduc
tion and its subsequent amendment 
when it was discovered that informa
tion about the race of the abductors 
could not really be known, I was even 
more impressed. This shows a consid
eration to issues of racism and clas
sism (as well as sexism and homopho-

1:J:JS "<'l .~ :.t: lu:J tl llh '.lil'.15.' t::.G bm. 
.6 ~lS ,flOLl::JB ~viJ.crrnilis '{d OOJSd 

bia in the other case) that are fQ (conti 

d th. admis concerns to stu ents on is camit . 
This was tempered, however, by M ~Ible . 
Heath's concern for apprehending l.ii.}nstea 
perpetrators. It is trying to find d{ easily 
balance between socio-political ar sacrifi 
cerns and his desire to move fo~ ' worth 
on the case that has caused questiorut1 Kriste. 
the minds of students about the llW! tary 0 j 
priateness of his actions. I believe ~. arguml 
the best decision was made given t they J 
information that he had, the need . tre I 

me · 
resolve the case, and the desire ro ~ th · 
sensitive to socio-cultural issues. 1 e pri 

I am pleased with the work ~ i~ner-c 
Steven Heath has done. L given 

y fiewer 
Sincerely, Betsey Hodges, BMC'i ;action 

{bn:n.l ?.£ <1- - \ Jit,1, : 1.~ " 'lid .•• 

-iuq '(llt::n li JI 1i) 2LJOlJ Jl;V c:l Ii 
achiev1 

as it is 
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Do you feel that the allied intervention : 
will bring peace to the Gulf? 

Laura Shipler HC '94 Bryce Lindamood HC '94 

e 

sted over 
atharassm 

nit 
0 

gh)-

Chevy Chase, MD 
Undecided 

Cambridge, MA 
Undecided 

Judging by what has 
happened, it hasn't ... no, 
I don't think it will bring 

I • • peace -- we re gomg m 

I think that the rest of the issues in the Gulf have to 
first be resolved by the people in the Gulf. The 
people of the U.S. are very unwilling to learn all of 
the complex issues that have caused problems in the 
Gulf. 

there with our own 
definition of peace and 
freedom. Things are 
really falling apart. 

Kathleen Carroll BMC '93 

Mendo, CA 
Comparative Lit 

I honestly don't know. 
I'm anti-war, but it was 
quick, it seemed to have 
produced the results 
desired in a very short 
time. Saddam Hussein 
rieeded to be stopped, buf r 

I don't know if this was 
the right way to do it. 

., 
r " 

Freehold, NJ 
Psychology 

~ ) I 
. I h"' t I! ·1· i in; > f ave OLS o 
mixed ideas -- it's 
a great and noble 
thing for our 
country to stop a 
madman like 
Saddam Hussein, 
but it's terrible tp 

, t. r • r1 '( 
risk tne Hv.es rJf 

Pr rr r() nrn0~1 I 
our men. where 
does it go now? 

Nantucket, MA 
Ancient Near Eastern 
History 

The Word is compiled and photographed by 
Eva Milstein. 

I'm undecided. Short 
term, it might ... it 
humbled Iraq. The more 
we try to intervene, the 
more it will spur hatred 
toward us. They should 
work out their problems, 
but within themselves. 

Unconvincing Rationale Offered for Affirniative Action 
at are r wnlinued from page 11) 
is campu missions standards is indefen

ver, by Mr 1ble. lexpectedthatpeoplewould 
ending lead respond in a manner not so 

to find th' ilyrefutable, by saying thatthis 
rifice was necessary, or at least 
rthwhile. Eric Pelofsky and 
'sten Shepos, in their commen

'Y of February 22, made some 
ments to that effect, although 

y coupled this with the ex
mely improbable assertion that 

It problem could be solved if 
er-city schools were simply 

ven "sufficient" funding. The 
wer justification for affirmative 
· n - that it should be used to 

dtieve "diversity" - is as trendy 
;,;1 Ji 21~ 1it is vacuous (if it is really pur-

sued, it should recruit students 
opposed to diversity). I have ar
gued that three factors work against 
the notion that affirmative action 
is worthwhile: the increased aca
demic burdens it places on minor
ity students, the stigma that it at
taches to their achievement, and 
the racial tensions that it inspires. 

By lowering admissions stan
dards, affirmative action effec
tively "bumps up" minority stu
dents into more and more selective 
schools, for which they are less 
and less prepared. Only 26% of all 
African-American students enter
ing college graduate after six years, 
and academic difficulties, exacer
bated by affirmative action, are a 

rnntributing factor. 
A preferential policy also de

grades genuine achievement by 
minorities. Ron Christie's efforts 
to show that he went to a good 
public high school, and that he is 
doing perfectly fine at Haverford, 
when the discussion of affirmative 

crimination," it remains true that 
because affirmative action gives a 
preference to some, it discrimi
nates against others. This sets one 
group against another, and racial 
discord ensues. Preferential poli
cies are partly responsible for the 
sad state of race relations on col-

action is necessarily about group lege campuses nationwide. 
traits, serve only to prove the In a community that claims to 
strength of the stigma that affirma- be so concerned with issues of 
tive action produces. The only race, I thought it strange that af
way to eliminate this stigma, and firmative action was ignored, and I 
the sense of inferiority that it can wrote my opinion with the hope of 

community may be prejudiced in 
favor of it, for the same reason. 
Affirmative action needs to be 
discussed, not as a crusade syn
onymous with the desire for mi
nority progress, but as a soci_al 
policy that incurs certain costs in 
the attempt to achieve certain ob
jectives. If, as I contend, preferen
tial policies in college and univer
sity admissions do more harm than 
good, we should not hesitate to get 
rid of them 

engender, is to eliminate prefer- inspiring a debate. While many Tom Roberts.a staff writer for 
ences on the basis of race. Americans may be prejudiced the Opinion section, will be happy 

Finally, however much Louis against affirmative action because to provide the sources of the statis-. ' Bonilla and others may attack the'- - it.tries-to.help atinocities,.lsuspe.cur;:i.it'--'t~ic .... s used m...Jhis arJide._..C1J/1Jact 
rhetorical device of "reverse dis- that many people in the bi-college him through campus mail/. 
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News Analysis: 

U.S. Trade with the World on the Chopping Block 
BY FRITZ KAEGI 

As the world's attention 
remained focused on the 
Persian Gulf crisis this 
winter, ominous winds 
swept through Washington, 
Brussels, and Tokyo. In each 
of these capitals emerged the 
growing threat of increased 

economic conflict between 
the United States, Europe, 
and Japan. Although these 
events have received little 
attention in the United States, 
they will have very 
important, broad-ranging 
implications, which could 
prove to be issues in the 1992 
elections. 

In December, talks 
between the United States 
and Europe under the 
auspices of the Uruguay 
Round of GAIT (General 
Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade) collapsed over the 
issue of agricultural 
subsidies. Even though 
agriculture in Europe and the 

US accounts for only 3-5% 
of Gross National Product, 
their failure to agree on 
proper subsidy levels 
threatened to collapse 
GATT's multilateral 
framework for trade. Such 
an outcome would probably 
lead to an international 
system of bilateral trade 

agreements, and thus almost 
certainly higher tarifflevels. 
The Europeans finally 
agreed to reduce the subsidy 
levels on their Common 
Agricultural Policy. 
Consequently, the Bush 
Administration has asked 
Congress to give it more time 
to negotiate a new GATT 
agreement. It is still unclear 
whether Bush will get this 
permission. 

they think that by taking 
hands-off approach 
Kuwait they can then lat 
the lion's share of busint 
in Iraq, they are mistaken. 
that is the case, there is u 
possibility we will tai 

legislative action .... The 
are alternative avenues 
address this problem. V 

will use this as leverage, 
every issue." Thereiscle.v 
a rising tide of econom ) 
nationalism in the Uni~ 

States, and more thanatini 
of protectionism to go wi' 

it. 

' ' 

Commentary: 

Spooky Times at the CIA 
, ---........._ ....... ___ .......... _ 

BY DAN CLARE 

Norman Mineta (D-Ca.), a 
member of the highly sensitive 
House Permanent Select 
Committee on Intelligence, once 
notedofthen-CIAdirectorWilliam 
Casey: " He treats us like 
mushrooms - he keeps us in the 
dark and feeds us manure." 
Congress has always been 
frustrated with the tight-lipped 

( ---. 
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intelligence community, but now intelligence bureau, the Defense immediately called for increased 
it is angry. Apparently, these well- Intelligence Agency (DIA), the oversight and budgetary 
fundedagenciesdidnotpredictthe National Reconnaissance Office, restrictions. House Speaker Tom 
demise of the Communist and different organizations within Foley also shocked the CIA by 
governments in Eastern Europe, each branch of the armed services. appointing four liberals to the 
tremendously overemphasized the Although each agency is supposed committee, including Ron Dellums 
strength of the Soviet economy, to focusonsomepartofthe process, (D-Ca.). Dellums, who in 1984 
did not anticipate Hussein ' s it seems obvious that each group proposed that the intelligence 
invasion of Kuwait, and even would want to also deal with the agencies be disbanded "piece by 
second-guessed Gen. Norman "big" issues, like the USSR. The piece, nail by nail, brick by brick," 

Related to the subsidies 
issue is a new source of 
friction between the U.S. and 
Japan. American diplomats 
recently demanded that 
Japan alter its policy of 
banning rice imports and 
preferential treatment of 
domestic contractors. 
Although there were some 
offers of allowing in limited 
amounts of rice, Japanese 
politicians remained 
intransigent. Relying on the 
support of farmers to keep 
their majority, liberal 
Democrats promised that 
"not one grain of foreign 
rice" will be allowed in the 
country. The Japanese 
foreign ministry gave an 
ominous reply to the 
American demands for 
accessforcontractors. They 
threatened to abrogate an 
agreement allowing 
American 
contractors to 

This trend is having,x 
will have, a direct impaclt 
American politics and mo 
specifically the 191. 
Congressional at 
Presidential elections. Bil 
that tighten restrictions ~ , 
imported goods are pili~ 

up on the Congress' dockt 
and increasing numbers 
politicians (main~ 

Democratic) are demandli 
that Bush be tough e 

countries that do not co mix 
with the U.S. on a "lei 
playing field." This w~ 
Senator Ernest Hollings 
South Carolina called o 

Bush in an op-ed piece in il 
New York Times to cutol 
negotiations on anew GAT 
treaty. Furthermore, ~ 

be cam 
one · ¢ 

Swartzkopf' s figures on the end resul t is discord (different was also attacked for his work in the m a n 
capabilities of the Iraqi army. branches may reach different connections to communist parties K 0 n s a i Taking a strong calling f: 
Several events in the past few conclusions), duplication, and, in Grenada, El Salvador, and the Air p 0 rt, Bush ! 

weeks indicate that our country's more importantly, an incredible U.S . One article, published in the currently the stand on trade reconsid1 
spiesandanalystsmaybeinfora wasteoftaxpayerdollars(theugly NewRepublic,alsoquestionedthe largest could help hispursu 
shaky ride. secret is that a huge percentage of bona fides of several of Dellum 's American Democrats of a fr~ 

On one end of the spectrum, the defense budget is slated for the closest staffers. . . project of its shore U their t r a d 
the respected Sen . Patrick intelligence community). The Dellum' s issue is a touchy kindinJapan. P agreemen 
Moynihan (D-NY), introduced This is not to say that these one. Is he being attacked because All of this weakness On w i t . 
legislation which would eliminate organizations have no purpose. The he is .critical of the intelli_gence has done the "patriotism" Mexico. 
the CIA and move its success of our forces in the Gulf agencies, or ar~ the allegauons a nothing to issue. T h 
responsibilities to the State was due in large measure to result of vahd concerns that helprelations issue o 
Department. Moynihan contends advanced American Dellumswouldsellouthiscountry? a 1 read y tradeCOlll 
that the end of the Cold War reconnaissance techniques and We don ' t know. However, the poisoned by become 
diminishes the need for the CIA abilities to gauge the results of New Republic article provoked a issues related to the war. In very important issue form 
bureaucracy. But this claim is not bombing runs on specific targets. letter from Armed Services fact, Japan's refusal to Democratic Party i 
convincing. It seems clear that It was also the intelligence Chairman Les Aspin, who pointed participate militarily in the particular. Taking a stroll~ 
accurate and prescient intelligence community which was almost out that Dellums had served on coalition against Iraq will be nationalistic stance on traf 
is more important now, given the always able to detect the locations that sensitive committee for 20 a stumbling block to cordial could help Democrats 
growing instability caused by the and weaknesses of key military years without being charged with relationsforalongtirne. The shore up their weakness d 
proliferation of nuclear and installations (the bombing of the leaking. Aspin also significantly recent arguments over what the "patriotism" issue 
chemical weapons to tertiary "babymilk"factorywasnomistake reveals that Dellums was chair of country gets to rebuild could help mitigate ~ 
powers. Also, the disintegration -as you may recall, the signs on the subcommittee in charge of the Kuwait and Iraq, and effects of a militari. 
of the Soviet Union could lead to the fortified walls of the building funding and oversight of highly consequently who receives victorious GOi 
the awful possibility that different were in English). In addition, classified future military programs the "war dividend," illustrate Furthermore, adopting 
radicalnationalistgroupingsmight decision-makers do rely on and reconnaissance technology. this. Kuwait is already position that would pro~ 
control nucleai:weaP?~s. Finally, inf~rmation '.111.d evaluations to One~ again,. there were no hinting that Japan's key domestic indus~ -
smart economic dec1s10ns would decide on pohc1es. blemishes on his record there. unsatisfactory performance couldhelpDemocratsto f~,, 
depend on penetrating assessments What is needed, tlien, is not the Whetherornot Dellums can be in the war would translate re sen tmen t to wart 
ofotherfinancialcenters(ie.,Japan, dismantling · of the intellfgence trusted,theintelligencecommunity into little work for Japanese Republicans over th1 
the Pacific Rim). bureaucracy, but better oversight must face up to the fact that even its contractors. perceived insensitivities f, 

The real problem is that the and perhaps even reorganization. strongest allies are beginning to ButAmericanlegislators working class conce~ 
currentagencieshavenotbeenable Due to the failures mentioned question its performance and aren't merely hinting. Finally,everyoneagrees 
to perform these tasks. Because of above, as well as the appointment budget. For example, the ~hair of RepresentativeHelenDelich to win in '92Democratsn 
special interests, the assessments of new members, the the Senate Select Committee on Bentley (R-Md.) bluntly to recapture many "Rea . 
areoftennotimpartial. Theclearest Congressional intelligence Intelligence called for a states: "I don ' t think Democrats" and to pre 
example of this point is the way the committees seem both capable and reevaluation of the relevant anything should go to them, in a number of South 
CIA constantly andmassivelyerred will ing to carry ou t these agencies earlier this year. The period. The appropriate states. A platform 
in its analysis of USSR economic responsibilities . The House intelligence community carries out participation by the Japanese appealed ,to workers ·· 
and military resources. Another Permanent Select Committee on one of the most vital jobs in the is zilch .... Theyweren'tthere suffering industrie 
important failing is duplication. In Intelligence has undergone the federal bweaucracy. It is precisely when we needed them." The especially textilecompani1 
addition to the CIA, there exists most changes. Dave McCurdy (D- for this reason that it deserves the 

1 
National Journal quotes an concentrated in the Sou1':..) 

the National Security Agency Ok.), a hawkish Democratic, added scrutiny that the Congress unidentified legislator wlw wouldgoalongwaytow 
(NSA) , a State Department assumed the chairmanship and finally seems willing ~o.shou1ld~. . . .. ~ =s (urther ._He ,sa_ys '·'Mi _.Min11: that 

1 
., . , 1 
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F ailures of Not-So- . 
Affirmative Action 

BY TOM ROBERTS 

In a previous issue of the Bi-College News, Ron Christie 
asked that! write a follow-up to my February 15 opinion piece 
criticizing affirmative action. My initial inclination upon 
reading Mr. Christie's piece was to respond in kind, with an 
attack full of self-satisfying indignation and condescension. 
As diatribes of this sort are already all too common in our 
community, in this piece, I hope only to clarify my original 
position, and address objections raised against it. 

That my original opinion produced strong, even hostile 
reactons comes as no surprise. What was surprising, however, 
was the focus of these reactions. The focus was directed not, 
as I had expected, on whether affirmauve action was needed 
or Justified, but instead on my contention that affirmative 
action essentially meant the admission of less qualified minority 
students into the university (to clarify, minority means, in 
general, African-American or Hispanic, and not Asian). The 
objections to this statement were unexpected, because I did 
not think that people who were readily eager to demonstrate 
that minorities had lower incomes than whites, lived in poorer 
areas, went to poorer schools, had suffered various injustices, 
and so on, would be unwilling to admit that minority students 
did not tend to be as well-prepared for college as white 
students. In addition, I did not think that people who were 
convinced that affirmative action represented a significant 
step forward for minority advancement would be unwilling to 
admitthatitcameatasignificantcost. However,mycontention 
was apparently so controversial that it was used to advertise a 
panel discussion of affirmative action at Bryn Mawr. Mr. 
Christie, moreover, characterized this assertion as "inherent] y 
racist," and seemed to think it so outrageous that it was 
actually untrue. 

The statement that for universities, affirmative action 
reqmres the admission of less qualified students, is of course 
not inherently racist. It is either true or false, and the logic of 
a preferential policy proves that it is true. If African-American 
and Hispanic students were applying to colleges at numbers 
proportional to their representation in the population at large, 
and at levels of preparedness equal to whites, there would be 
no need for affirmative action. Affirmative acton was 
introduced because these conditions did not exist To overcome 
this problem, admissions standards are lowered for people 
from designated groups, and, by consequence, raised for 
others. Less qualified students are accepted because they are 
minorities, and more qualified students are turned away because 
they are not. At the University of California at Berkeley, for 
example, virtually any Hispanic or African-American student 
with a grade point average of2.8 is accepted, while for whites 
and Asians, the average student admitted has a GPA of 3.6 or 
above. 

A few statistics should suffice to show that minorities lag 
very far behind whites in their preparedness for college, and 
hence that the greater the vigor with which affirmative action 
is pursued, the greater the sacrifice that must be made in terms 
of admissions standards. The average differential between 
African-American and white (and Asian) SAT scores in 1988 
was nearly 200 points. In the same year fewer than 150 
African-Americans scored a 700 or above on the verbal 
section of the SAT, fewer than 350 scored a 700 or above on 
the math section, and fewer than 3000 scored a 600 or better 
on either the verbal or math section. 

When they do not deny that it is true, t.'1e way that some 
people respond to the the lack of qualified minority students 
is to heap abuse upon the very notion of qualifications and 
standards. Requiring that students entering college be able to 
read texts, write papers, and solve math problems is implied 
to be a fixation of white males. This sort of thinking is 
fashionable, but it does not provide a defense of preferential 
policies. Debunking admissions standards is valid only if 
these standards do not relate to how a student can be expected 

. to perform within the university. Some academics would 
surely like to transform (or liberate) the university so that 
current standards such as test scores and GPA's become 
irrelevant, and the university becomes an agent for 
"progressive" social engineering. Until this glorious day 
arrives, however, academic qualifications matter, and the 
assault on standards, if used as a defense ofaffirmative action, 
is spurious rhetoric. 

The previous paragraphs hopefully have shown why the 
position that affirmative action does not require a lowering of 
(continued on page 9) 

Sen. Phil Gramm, of Texas. Photo courtesy of the 
Office of Sen. Gramm. 

Rep. Newt Gingrich of Georgia. Pho to courtesy of 
the Office of Rep. Gingrich. 

G RAMM 

JNGRICH • 
BY RICH KAIN 

Newsweek reported last week 
that President Bush did not wish to 
see Rep. Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) 
and Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tx) 
ascend to the top Republican 
leadership positions in either the 
House or Senate. These two men, 
prominent legislative leaders in the 
1980s are being opposed (if the 
report is accurate) due to both their 
political conservativism and 
temperament. Bush's opposition 
to these men is curious on two 
fronts. The first is that their 
popularity has come not through 
has come not through working the 
party machinery, but through their 
advocacy on television of various 
political positions; even if Bush 
disagrees with these positions, it is 
a condition of their ascension. 
What is more interesting is that 
this change occurs while Bush's 
presidency lives off of the Reagan 
years that these two men helped to 
build, both conceptually and 
practically driving it through the 
halls of Congress. The moderate 
wing of the GOP continues to not 
recognize the enormous success 
the country had during the Reagan 
years. 

When President Bush quickly, 
successfully (andrightf ully) ousted 

the fourth-largest military in the 
world, it was not because "new 
breezes" were blowing in the 
diplomatic world. It was a legacy 
of solid military planning and 
funding, accomplished in the 
Reagan years of "Morning in 
America." Reagan's visions were 
carried through Congress by the 
crowd led by Gingrich and Gramm. 
If Bush wishes any of his political 
bones to be fleshed out, then they 
will require relcntle s legislative 
effort provided by such men. 

Bush's economic policy was 
loosely called the "flexible freeze" 
during the 1988 campaign. Integral 
to that plan was the necessity of 
keeping the budget from growing 
more than the rate of inflation, 
while maintaining economic 
growth. Growth that had been 
obtained by tax-cutting, regulation
easing policies of the Reagan 
administration. The White House
Congressional leadership budget 
agreement was opposed by 
Gingrich and Gramm because they 
were well aware that it was food 
for consumption by Democratic 
operatives interested in 
stonewalling the President's plans 
until they could go back to spending 
their way to re-election. 

Bush was furious, but Gingrich 
was right. Thefirstactofthe 1991 

• • 
Congress,inaparty-linevote, was 
to remove spending limits, which 
Bush had bought at the hard 
political price of allowing tax 
increases. To this day, we're still 
talking about tax increases, but 
little about spending cuts. 

Particular economic :ind 
military programs aside, the Bush 
administration's opposition to 
Gingrich ancl draihm re ects a 
latent unwillingness ief the 
Republican party to really govern 
with a conservative agenda. 
Before Reagan's (and a number 
of Senators') election in 1980, the 
GOP had been a oarty largely 
responding to Democratic 
spending increases, by tempering 
the degree to which these 
programs grew. Indeed, 
Gingrich's election to the post he 
currently bolos (House Minority 
Whip) was only by two votes. 
Now with a sufficient number of 
conservatives in Congress, the 
time has come for an active 
engagement of the nation's policy 
agenda by conservatives, led in 
the legislature by Gingrich and 
Gramm. The fajlure to do so will 
consign Bush, for all of his foreign 
boldness, to being an almost 
caretaker President like one of his 
political mentors, Jerry Ford, had 
been. 

It ·tj f 
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Stroud Questions The News' Objectivity 
(continued from page 8) article because they thought that issue of homophobia was based on the article just ended up that way 
perpetrated against students on the the student who had been harassed, a desire to give the author of the naturally at deadline, without any 

of the same sex. We deserve fair 
and accurate coverage of the even ts 
which affect us, especially an event 
which threatens our safety and 
well-being as much as this act of 
harassment 

basisoftheirraceorreligion, which and the hundred-plus others who notes as small an audience as special reasoning or planning, and 
has also been frighteningly alsofeltthreatenedandenragedby possible,andnottoallowherorhis the editors didn't feel that it was 
commonduringourtenureatthese these notes, would be ashamed to vicious language to dominate our important enough to make 
colleges, has been left out of the have your readers know, or even discourse, then I still think that you changes-then I think that some 
timeline because of space think, that they were gay, then I are misguided, although perhaps a serious work needs to be done to Whatever the reasons, your 

reporting has added to the silence 
we are trying to break. Enclosed is 
a statement I have written and 
posted along with the copies of the 
notes, which, if you will print it as 
part of this letter, may do something 
to counteract the disinformation 
you have already spread. 

constraints, and because this actof think you are terribly misguided. little less terribly. I don't imagine change The Bi-College News. If 
harassment is specifically There has been a tremendous that the readers of the Bi-College your writers have trouble forming 
homophobic. outpouring of unabashed lesbian/ News suffer from a surfeit of the words "gay," "lesbian," and 

The students, staff and faculty gay/bisexual pride and anger in information about homosexuality "bisexual," not to mention 
members who have spoken out response to this harassment, and and homophobia; it couldn't have "homophobic"-or if they don't 
against this act of harassment, while many heterosexual people, by their hurt to let them know, at least, even see why such words might be 
they have certainly acknowledged strong support and direct action, exactly what was going on and necessary-then they are not 
theclearandfrighteningpatternof haveshownthattheyarenotafraid exactly what the responses had equipped to pretend to objective 
anonymous threats which includes to have others think that they are been. reporting in this community. At 
those perpetrated against students gay. If, however, as I fear, the least ten per cent of your potential Beth Stroud, BMC '91 
of Color and students belonging to If the decision to leave out the decision was not so conscious-if readers have a preference for lovers 
minority religions, have also 
worked especially hard to raise Statement 

Read these notes carefully. 
These are the notes that were 
slippedunderthedoorofastudent's 
room on three consecutive 

our otherwise harmonic island of 
safety. 

Bryn Mawr, however, is not an 

Bryn Mawr, lesbians and bisexual 
women have been harassed 
repeatedly. Threats and 

adopt children if we are open about 
our sexual orientation. Instead of 
attempting to see and understand 

consciousness specifically about 
the homophobia which lies behind 
this particular act. Bryn Mawr's 
campus has been blanketed with 
pink triangles to show support for 
students of the sexual orientation 
which has been, in the words of Pat 
McPherson, Karen Tidmarsh and 
Joyce Miller, "insulted." Lesbian 
love poems have been posted, and 
were read aloud at the rally, for the 
similar reasons. The students -
gay, lesbian, bisexual and straight 
- who have rallied to show our 
outrage and to take action, were 
initially responding to signs which 
called for "members of the lesbian 
and bisexual community and our 
supporters" to come together. 

school days. 
Someone in this What You Can Do 

·ty th.nk th t h Cooperate with the Office of Public Safety. Provide the Public Safety officers any 

us, many people continue to 
assume that we are 
heterosexual until informed 
otherwise, to treat our 
sexuality as an aberration and 
a problem, and to discriminate 
against us. Our rights to safety, 
privacy, and our own choices 
about our lives are 
systematical I y threatened and 
violated. 

commum 1 s a s e . . . h h . mformauon you may have about this or any other act of harassment. 
O~ • e as the nght to Always confront those you don't recognize in your dormitory. Ask them who they are 
v1c1ously, obscenely and going to sec. Take them to that person's room personally, and wait to see if that person is 
anonymously threaten a home. Don't let people into the dorm; ask them to use the phone at the entrance. Don't be 
woman because she is a afraid of coming across as bossy or pushy. 
lesbian. Someone feels Look for information and join in actions to educate the community, to show support for 
comfortable and safe those who have been harassed, and to develop a better harassment policy. 

Educate yourself. Look at the time line posted in the Campus Center to see how often this 
kind of harassment and violence has occurred here in the past five years. Go to the BGALA 
Center (on the second floor of the Campus Center) and take advantage of the books there to 
find out more about homosexuality, especially if the subject makes you uncomfortable. 

I can't even ask, "Do we have 
to draw you a picture?" because 
we did. We drew literally hundreds 
of pictures-big, bright pink, three
sided and right under your noses. 

walking into a dormitory, 
walking up to this woman's 
room, and slipping these 
threats under her door. 
Someone thinks that she or 
he can get away with doing 
this three times in a row, 
and perhaps again. 

Whether you are lesbian, gay, bisexual or straight, wear a pink triangle button. Hang pink 
triangles in your windows and on your door; write "I AM A DYKE" or "I AM A LESBIAN" 
on the triangle on your door, even if you are not-giving up the privilege to say "It doesn't 
concern me because I'm straight," is a powerful message of support. 

One woman in ten is a 
lesbian. One man in ten is 
gay. Many more women and 
men arc bisexual. Accepting 
and celebrating one's gay, 
lesbian or bisexual identity is 
a healthy pattern of sexual and 
social development. We form What has allowed this to occur? 

One answer is that an isolated 
sociopath is flouting everything 
our community stands for, that one 
person's uglyactofhateisviolating 

island of safety for lesbians and 
bisexual women. This particular 
case of anonymous sexual 
harassment is not an aberration, 
but part of a frightening pattern. At 

pornography have been slipped 
under our doors, postings for our 
meetings and parties have been 
vandalized and tom down, and 
viciously homophobic graffiti has 
been written on bathroom walls 
and left there. There is no 
island of safety for lesbians and 
bisexual women. We continue to 
face employlTierit and housing 
discrimination, sodomy laws, 
alienation from families and 

a significant part of any group, of 
any population. Our sexual 
orientation is not going to change. 
We will always be here. We will 
always be lesbian, gay or bisexual. 
And yet, we are surrounded by a 
culture of silence, ignorance and 
fear. 

If the writers, or the editors, 
deliberately chose not to deal with 
the issue of homophobia in the 

P" 

Admissions Intern 
. . .noq The 1i.Admissions Office seeks applicants for the 
r:tq :>rlposition·of Admissions intern. Any rising senior may 
' · apply. Interested students should possess excellent 

interpersonal and communication skills and be willing •· 
to learn about college admissions and college 

•• 

~~ administration. The person selected will be expected 
l~ ,.,.o,..s~hedute'a'"'rm\,imum of ten hours per week in the 

admissions office during each semester. In addition 
to .the learning experience, the intern will be 
compensated on an ~ourly basis at the normal 
student pay rate for on-campus jobs. 

The intern will participate in all aspects of the 
recruitment and selection process of the admissions 
office. He or she will receive training in interviewing, 
admissions research and planning and application 
review. In addition, the intern will be expected to 
represent the college at off-campus programs and to 
answer selected correspondence. Some evening 
and weekend work is expected. 

Applications are available in the Admissions Office 
in Hilles Hall. Completed applications should be 
returned by April 12; candidates will be interviewed 
by April 30. 

... :; 
. ....... l 
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. religious communities, and the 
·constantdangerofharassmentand 
yiolence. We may not be able·to 

Those who slip noteS under 
doors arid send anonymous threatS 
are not necessarily isolated 
sociopaths. They are the shock 
troops of this culture of silence and 
fear. .··. 

Haverford College's Office of College 
Relations is seeking a 1991 graduate with an 
interest in athletics and good writing and 
organizational skills for a sports information 
internship. 

Under the supervision of the Director of 

Sports Information 
Intern 

College Relations and in consultation with 
the Director of Athletics, the intern is 
responsible for producing press releases, 
reporting team scores to the media and 
appropriate athletic organizations and 
preparing copy for individual team brochures, 
home game programs and feature articles for 
the Haverford newsletter. 

The intern also coordinates the compilation 
of statistics with the coaches and maintains 
contact with the NCAA and the Middle 
Atlantic Conference. 

Interested seniors should submit a resume, 
cover letter and three writing samples to the 
Office of College Relations by Monday, April 
22 . 

• ·'I . ..., 1i 1,1d ;.1~1".f\ u ,, t.•i.1r;' .. 'i...' J11 "~''- ,. .... . 
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McBride Scholars get together for dinner at Wyndham. Photo courtesy Terry Farber. 

Open House Offers Insight Into 
Unique McBride Experience 
By Amy Forster 

felt there was something 
profoundly missing," explained 
current McBride student Vera 

TheDorothyVernon room was Palmer. Whatever the reason for 
· filled with a different sort of desiring a college degree, Wu 

prospective Bryn Mawr student last pointed out, "all of you are different 
Saturday. Awaiting the beginning from the 18-21 group-you have 
of the program, conversations were demonstrated your competence 
carriedonaboutchildrenandjobs, elsewhere." Wu also expressed 
as well as about going to college. herhopethattheopenhousewould 
The sizable group that had made it be a chance for the women to meet 
to Bryn Mawr despite poor weather others like themselves, recognizing 
and an early morning meeting time that "it might be kind of an awkward 
were all considering applying to andlonelysituationbeingoutthere 
Bryn Mawr under the McBride thinking, 'maybe I want to go to 
Scholars Program, designed for college'." 
women of a "non-traditional Wu, the faculty members, and 
college age" to work towards a the current McBride scholars all 
bachelor of arts degree. stressed the importance of the 

The open house provided an McBride program to the more 
opportunity for the prospectives to traditional Bryn Mawr students. 
speak with and listen to the "What we bring to Bryn Mawr is 
experiences of current McBride extremely valuable. Every 
Scholars, as well as to hear from experience I've had has 
the Dean of the Division of General underscored the importance of our 
StuduesJean Wu,apaneloffaculty presence here," Palmer said. The 
members who have been professors who spoke also 
particularly involved with the commented how much traditional 
program, and Director of Financial students could learn from the much 
Aid Nancy Monnich. Opening the wider experience base brought to 
program, Wu pointed out the great Bryn Mawr by the McBrides, 
diversity of current McBride pointing out that this can provide a 
Scholars, as well as the many sense of perspective to the 
reasons she had heard from those community. 
present as to why they wanted to Enthusiasm was the common 
begin , or finish, their college characteristic among the current 
education. McBrideScholarsrange McBride scholars who chose to 
from women who before joining share their experiences with the 
the program had not completed prospectives. "I have nothing but 
their high school degrees, to women wonderful things to say about the 
who had some college education, program," said first-year student 
but for one of a great variety of Susan Ahlstrom, although she 
reasons did not complete it. added, "not that I haven't had hard 

"Someofyouhavetoldmethat times!" Later she commented, "I 
you feel very good about yourself, came here having many opinions 
and you want more ... some of you ... now I'm learning to give 
feel frustrated, that you've hit a substance to those opinions." 
ceiling," commented Wu. "l!ll\dll •. ADo~rfi.~~~student.lleWu~~ 
number of wonderful careers, but I Jenkins, expressed her commitment 

to the program, which she said she 
originally felt was too good to be 
true. "Nothing is more important 
in my life right now than my 
education," she stated. "Once I 
finish my degree I know nothing 
can take it away." 

Mary Green had a different 
reason for coming to Bryn Mawr. 
"I found my way to college because 
it was the only way I could get my 
son into college," she recalled. 
While Green emphasized the 
importance of a college education 
to him, her son pointed out that she 
had not attended college. Green 
enrolled for the next semester at a 
community college, loved it, and 
chose to pursue her education at 
Bryn Mawr. "At first I was sort of 
intimidated, but then I realized that 
I didn't come here for the grades," 
Green said. "I feel now that I can 
go anywhere and do anything I 
want to do." Another benefit she 
mentioned was being able to share 
experiences with her son, who is 
now also attending college. 

The McBride program is 
structured so that students may take 
as few as one course a semester, or 
as many as a full-time courseload, 
so that a program of study can be 
adapted to existing commitments. 
McBrides participate in a special 
division of Freshman English, and 
also a mathematics workshop 
intended to brush up rusty skills . 
There are currently sixty women 
involved with the program, which 
began in 1987. The first three 
students graduated from the 
program last May, and three or 
four more are expected to graduate 
this year. The program now has 
some financial aid available, and 
for the first time next year will 
have residertces <>n aai'Rpus. . 
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Thomas Award Winners· 
Truly Outstanding 
By Ruth Henson 
and Alison Watkins 

President McPherson dcscnbcd 
them as "very courageous people." 
Manan Wright Edelman and 
Mathilde Knm, Ph.D arc this and 
much more. At the M. Carey 
Thomas award ceremony last 
Friday evening in Goodhart Hall, 
President McPherson expounded 
upon the nreccpients' "creative and 
enlightened approaches to social 
problems." 

While their acceptance 
speeches were not only eloquent, 
but enlightening and inspiring, the 
informal con~ersations we had with 
these two women before the 
ceremony gave us unique insight 
into their personal motivations and 
incredible strength. Mathilde Krim, 
Ph.D, has devoted her life to the 
pursuit of scienti fic research and 
has most notably contributed to the 
discovery and investigation of the 
AIDS virus. As the president of the 
Children 's Defense Fund, Marian 
Wright Edelman has made a career 
of fighting for the rights of 
America's children. 

Krim's first desire was to 
become a zoologist. But when the 
field of biological research opened 
up, she changed her direction. 
Studying at the University of 
Geneva, Krim was only one of two 
women in her class ofl 20 students. 
"We were clearly oddballs," she 
said. Her professor thought that a 
woman studying science "was not 
worth much of an investment." 
Perseverance brought Krim much 
success. 

INSIDE 

After spending time in Israel, 
she came to the United States and 
worked at the Sloan-Kettering 
Institute for Cancer Research. In 
the early Eighties she and her 
colleagues came across the first 
symptoms of a virus later known 
as AIDS. 

Early on, }(rim saw the need 
for educaung the public when 1t 
was established that AIDS was a 
preventable disease. As a result, 
Krim founded an first organization 
which would later become the 
American Foundation for AIDS 
Research (AMFAR). 

AMFAR. is a J f]Tiv,atc :> 

organization funded pnmarily by 
"generous individuals," according 
to Krim. AMFAR recieves 
applications for grant research from 
many different sources. Krim feels 
that this type of grant is much 
better than government grants. 
Government grants, she said, take 
twelve to eighteen months to 
implement, whereas private grants 
can be implemented in less than 
four months. Over the years, 
funding for AIDS research has 
increased, but "support has not 
increased in proportion to the 
growth of the disease. [In fact,] 
funding has increased very little 
considering the gravity of the 
disease," Krim said. 

AMFAR's aim is not only to 
help fund AIDS research, but also 
to create educational programs. 
According to Krim, "when people 
are informed, they are supportive." 
If they are uninformed, "the pri~ 
is paid in lives." She believes that 
today, the United States is informed 
(continued on page 16) 

Haverford Renovates 
pages 14 & 15 

Flashback to 1941 
page 16 

Ghost ... On Video 
page 19 

This is "Things" -- no, this is! 
No, this is "Trails of Sand!" 

•nl'r· pages 20, 21., .22 
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SHARPLESS TO GET A NEW WING 

REFURBISHING 

• •By the end of this summer, all of the windows.will 
have been replaced. Four buildings have been complady, 
and the commercial units will be fixed up in ieks. 
Immediately after commencement, the final Sii the 
installations will begin. 

COLIN RULE 

The Sharpless classroom building, 
home of the biology library, biology 
department, and the psychology 
tl~p'irttrtertf, ls gettitlg an additional wing 
over the next year and a half that will 
house a new science library and a new 
auditorium. 

The planning is still in a preliminary 
stage, but the drawing above was 
completed as part of a proposal presented 
by the Hilder group for the Sharpless 
extension. This view is from the Cope 
field, as seen from the porch of President 
Kessinger's house. 

The new wing will contain an 
auditorium on the ground floor, with 
the new library on the floor above it. 
There will be a foyer leading into the 
new auditorium, and a new set of doors 
allowing entrance from Kersey road. 

The current Sharpless structure will 
gain some renovations, including an 
extension on the back of the building 
that will house an improved staircase 
and an elevator that reaches all the way 
to the fourth floor. On the inside of the 
building, a new faculty research lab 
will be constructed, the animal labs 
will be moved from the fourth floor to 
the ground floor, and interior 
arrangements will make the building 

;-j1-=0~1u~t, 

:J A PROJECTED 25 YEAR MAP OF THE 
~ 1- CAMPUS SHOWS THE QUADRANGLE 
.,..b EXP ANSI ON PATTERN CONTINUING 

5) 

more usable. 
The construction is going to be 

sequenced so that any necessary 
shutdown will happen during the 
summer, but if there is a need to shut 
down a part of Sharpless during the 
school year, the biology library will 
most likely move into the back of 
Roberts Hall, temporarily occupying 
the space held by the old publications 
office. 

The completion date for the 
Sharpless renovations is fall, 1992. The 
plan to finish construction in two 
summers and one academic year is 
ambitious, but with good planning and 
no bad luck completion will come 
sooner than most students probably 
think. 

•The two large garage complexes behind HPA l:tWill 
be demolished over the summer, and the asphalt paJ be 
torn up. In their place, that area will be landscaped~, 
turning it into a green, more like the design on cam~ 

• Hannum drive has been removed from the :t' d 
will be turned into a private road. A gate will be· ne 
end to control traffic, and over the long tenn, ill 
probably be repaved to make it more of a walkw$>t a 
roadway, while still maintaining the ability to use~ in 
emergencies or in special occasions. 

• The HP A path will be improved this summer, I be 
straightened out and landscaping will begin to makei~re 
attractive. In the long term plans, the HPA pathl willed 
and extended all the way to Hannum Drive, allo · 'ty, 
grounds, and service vehicles to drive back and! ut 
leaving campus. 

MASTER PLAN FORECAS1SI 
JON HURWITZ 

~ 
· ... .,..).. ...:i... 

The llaverford College Long Range Facilities Master Plan was 
recently prepared and released by Wallace Roberts & Todd, a 
Philadelphia firm specializing in architecture, landscape architecture, 
urban des ign and environmental planning. Working from interviews 
of a cross section ofHaverford' s comm unity, the 1988 Capital Planning 
report prepared by the Haverford College Capital Planning Work 
Group and the 1989 The Challenge of a Campaign for the 90' s, this 
plan outlines the construction that should shape the campus over 

$160 million?" you mayi: 
campus center, an ad1 

improvements to H.P.A. 
along with the accompan. 
are all to be completed b. 

Also planned for Ph 
grandstand, as well as m 
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the next 25 years. 
The 25-ycar period is divided into five pha~es. Phase I dictates 

the next two years, Phase II, two to five years, the third phase, five 
to ten years, and Phase 
IV, ten to twenty years. JND EX I Phase V suggests a long 
term plan. The total 

~ 
• 

" 

projected cost to the 
college for all five phases 

DORMITORY I is $158,110,000. It is 
important to note that 
many of the projects laid 

ACADEMIC 
BUILDING 

CAMPUS 
CENTER 

out in the Master Plan 
are done so in a "let's-
c o n s truc t-a- dream
campus" sort of way. All 
projects are somewhat 
tentative, especially those · 
which come in the more 
distant phases. 

"What does one get for 

THE FUTURE BUILDc 
PLANS WILL TRY TO 

PRESERVE THE OPEN 
OF THE CAMPUS 

ch ea 
fort 
new 
ho us 

I 
cen 
addi 
sucn 

classrooms. The usual 1-"-1-ends 

including landscapinig cons 
Phase IV is the sec costly 1 

$55,000,000, this is the · in whi 
beingphasedoutasst . Ton 
new dormitories will be likely 



ENOVATIONS 
NEW STUDENT CENTER BEGINS TO TAKE SHAPE 

COLIN RULE 

The most prominent of 
Haverford' s coming changes is the 
new campus center to be 
constructed south of the field house, 
changing the balance of the campus 
and providing a central location 
for many of the college's most 
used services and resources. 

The campus center will be the 
main feature of a new quad located 
in the area that is currently the field 
house parking lot. The second green 
will put HPA within convenient 
distance from resources that 
currently are quite a walk away, 
and will provide a new space 
around which later dorms and 
buildings can be constructed. 

Four preliminary designs were 
offered as possibilities by the 
architect, and models and 
descriptions were left in the library 
lobby for comment by the students. 
The comments heartily supported 
a traditional design in the new 
architecture, and consistently 
argued for the use of windows, 
terrace space, and a rejection of 
new styles that would stand out 
awkwardly on the campus. 

Although the final design for 
the campus center has not been 
completed, a tentative program was 
set when the building was first 
being discussed that pr~ented a 
general plan for what the building 
will house, and how much square 
footage each office and resource 
will get A brief description of 
what the building will hold gives a 
good sense of what the building 
may be like, but no plans are 
finalized or confirmed yet. 

Under the proposed plan, the 

bookstore, currently located in the 
basementofthediningcenter, will 
get about 6,000 square feet to move 
its sales areas, offices, and storage 
rooms into. Also, the campus 
center will house a new cafeteria, 
providing seating for 100 people 
and faci lities to make the kind of 
fast food/a la carte fare currently 
found in the Bryn Mawr Campus 
Center Cafe or in the Coop. The 
new cafeteria will be self-contained 
and has about 3,500 feet allocated 
to it. 

On an administrative level, the 
Conference Office and the 
Calendar Office are moving into 
the new building, and a reception 
desk/information center is going 
to be built off the main lobby of the 
building at the front door. And in 
coordination with this reception 
area, the Admissions office is going 
to have a private, sound-insulated 
area that opens from the main foyer, 
but that can be locked and secured 
from the rest of the campus center. 

Eighth Dimension will also 
relocate into the campus center, 
allocated 250 square feet and, 
hopefully, placed next to the new 
Women'sCenter, which will house 
a library, attendants desk, and an 
area to sit and talk or study. 

The new building will have a 
much needed copy center on the 
first floor with a number of coin
operated copy machines as well as 
a coin-operated FAX machine. 
There will also be a change machine 
in this room, accessible 24 hours a 
day. 

An art gallery will be placed 
near the front entrance with glass 

walls to the inside, intended to 
entice people into the space. The 
space for the gallery will likely be 
large, about 3000 square feet, 
approaching the space of the 
cafeteria. 

There will bea new game room, 
with an improved proctor station, 
pool tables, game machines, pinball 
machines, and ping-pong tables. 

The building will also house 
four or five guest rooms for use by 
distinguished visitors to the college 
and candidates for positions. 

In an attempt to encourage 
student time in the building, a 
number of small, quiet lounges are 
going to be spread throughout the 
building to be used for reading and 
studying. There will also be a 
main lounge close to the lobby 
intended for socializing and 
conversation. In addition, there will 
be one TV lounge, possibly with a 
linkup to cable. 

Another significant 

THE PREFERRED DESIGN MARRIED 
FUNCTION WITH TRADITION 

development is the housing of a 
Money Access Machine (MAC) in 
the vicinity of the front lobby on 
the main floor. 

The post office/mail room is 
going to relocate from its current 
residence in the basement of the 
DC and will get a spiffed up new 
space with room forapproximately 
1500 student, faculty, and 
departmental boxes. It also includes 
sorting and layout space, postage 
meter, and preparation areas for 
the mail operation. It will have 
access to a loading dock, a shipping 
receiving area, a storage space for 
paper, stationary, and office 
supplies, and a purchasing office. 

Honor Council and Students 
Council will get new office spaces 
also. There will be a 100 square 
foot private office for Honor 
Council and a 200 square foot 
privateofficeforStudcntsCouncil, 
with a common meeting room for 
the two groups of 400 square feet. 

with shelves for literature from 
Jewish, Christian, and other 
religious activities as well as two 
small pullman kit.chens, one kosher 
and one for general use. Two small 
offices will be off the library for 
use by chaplains and lay leaders. 

There will be a set of conference 
rooms (one of 500 square feet plus 
three smaller rooms at 400 square 
feet) grouped together near the 
kitchen so that moveable partitions 
can be used between the smaller 
rooms, expanding them if 
necessary. 

There also will be a complex of 
rooms that will house desks and 
chairs, with lockers for storage. 
Also included will be work tables 
and bulletin boards. These rooms 
are forclubsand organizations that 
don't need their own room. Small 
amounts of office space will be 
placed adjacent Lo this complex. 

IGNIFICANTCAMPUS CHANGE 
There will also be a new 

Religious Activities and 
Multicultural Affairs space, a new 
addition to the campus. It would 
house a central library study area 

Generally, there will be spaces 
for pay telephones and vending 
machines, along with space in the 
lobby for information tabling. In 
many of the proposed designs there 
will be space for an outside terrace 
with chairs to study or sleep on. 

rs, that money will pay for a new 
renovations to Sharpless and 

. ( mpanying articles.) These projects, 
y' ape, roadway and parking changes, 
y lusion of Phase II. 

a new, all-weather track and a new 
1 to Featherbed Field. Total projected 

cost of Phase II is $19,600,000. 
(Phase I covers the completion 
of the Founders renovation, 
new science equipment, initial 
modifications to H.P.A., and 
other minor [i.e. less than 
SS00,00 total] costs. Total cost 
Phase I: $11,220,000.) 

Totaling only a little over 
S8 million, Phase III is the 
cheapest of the five. Scheduled 
for the 5-10 year period are a 
new music library, guest 
housing, a new, improved 
central receiving and yet more 
additions of academic space, 
such as new offices and 

-ends costs are added to this list, 
construction. 
tly phase. Weighing in at nearly 

· which H.P.A. is expected to begin 
To make this process possible, two 

ly near the student center (south 

of the fieldhouse ). A final addition ofacadem ic space will 
bemade with a new academic building, which is tentatively 
planned for the site of the current security building. 
Nearly $7 mill ion will be applied towards the physica l 
plant and $2 million will be spent on landscaping in this 
phase alone. 

As you may well have noticed, many of the new 

THE MULTIPLE ENTRY
WAYS OF LEEDS AND 

LLOYD SET A PRECEDENT 
FOR THE FEEL OF FUTURE 

BUILDINGS 

buildings are to be built 
on the south side of the 
fieldhouse, whereas 
most existing buildings 
arc situated north of th is 
gloriously beautiful 
hunk of corrugated 
steel. Haverford will 
become a two-part 
campus, sharply 
divided by the 
Quakerdome. Phase V 
proposes a solution. 

Tipping the scales 
at nearly $60 million, 
Phase V would like to 
see a relocation of the 

current fieldhouse facilities to the Featherbed Field area. 
And as long as they'll be building athletic facilities, $17 
million is allotted for a new pool, simply to provide the 
convenience of not going to Bryn Mawr. That's right if 
you send your children to Haverford, they may not have 
to take the Blue Bus to get their feet wet Think of it! 

BUILDING TIMELINE 

Fall 1991 • HP A renovations completed 
• HP A path straightened, lanscaping begins 
• garages and asphalt removed, green installed 
• Hannum Drive gate installed 

Road rebuilt around Sharpless, through alumni parking lot, and 
toward Drinker House 

Central services has moved to Founders, vacant space in Hilles will 
become a seminar room 

Robert's Hall spaces vacated by the President and Vice-President 
converted into two seminar rooms and two faculty offices on the 
first floor, and six more office spaces upstairs 

Fall 1992 
Sharpless extension completed. 
Spring 1993 
Campus Center completed 
Bottom of Dining Center converted into one of a few possibilities: 

• language lab and computer complex 
• long term storage for furniture and supplies 
• open activities space for community use 
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Carolyn Heilbrun: 
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Everything But Dinner Parties 
By Ruth Henson 

A miscommunication of 
information was the unfortunate 
cause of my lack of preparedness 
when I came into my interview 
with Carolyn Heilbrun last Friday 
morning. I had composed a list of 
quite general questions in the hopes 
Jf disguising my ignorance about 
the woman who creates t11e 
Amanda Cross mystery stories. 
These were almost immediately 
left by the wayside when I learned 
that a group of -;tudents would be 
arriving in minutes to have a 
question and discussion period with 
Heilbrun. The following hour-and
a- ha If with the group of 
approximately ten students was far 
more enlightening for me than 
perfunctory answers to my 
mundane questions would have 
been. But, I must say that the short 
conversation I had with Heilbrun 
was almost immediately prefaced 
with her saying that she would 
have rather attended Bryn Mawr 
or Smith than Wellesley College 
where she received her Bachelor 
of Arts in 1947. 

Basic _questions were asked at 
the beeinning of the discussion. 
Why did she choose to write her 
mystery stories under a 
pseudonym? Heilbrun felt that her 
"frivolous" activites would be 

frowned upon by the academic 
community at Columbia University 
and that she may not be given 
tenure. When did the public learn 
of her deception? "It ceased to be 
a secret in them id-Seventies," says 
Heilbrun. What are her plans for 
her heroine in the next novel? She 
replies, "you can't expect authors 
to give away [plots]." What is 
Heilbrun currently doing with her 
time? She is on sabbatical leave 
this year and is presently 
conducting research for biography 
on Gloria Steinem. "[Steinem] 
chose me. At a certain age you 
have to do different things." 

Moving on to the more specific 
questions of the students present, 
Heilbrun explained her strategy for 
wntmg. Does she deliberately 
write as a woman? Heilbrun thinks 
that "most women learn to write 
and think as men" because that is 
the background that one gets. She 
sees it as a "tremendous problem" 
for women writers to try and find 
the woman's voice. 

A student asked Heilbrun about 
her reaction to the harrassing notes 
that have been received by a student 
living in Brecon recently. 
According to Heilbrun, today there 
is "a tremendous backlash to 
feminism" especially on university 
campuses. Unfortunately this 
situation is exacerbated by the 
present condition of PC-ness. 

Heilbrun feels that PC has been 
taken up by the right-wing. 
Heilbrun's reaction to this and its 
icon is summed up by: "[President 
Bush] looks like a robot from outer 
space." 

Heilbrun dedicated much of her 
discussion with the students to the 
issues of gender and aging. 
Reminiscent of her talk the 
previous evening: "A Visit to Red 
Cloud: Willa Cather and the Fables 
of Aging", Heilbrun considers that 
~fter forty years of age, women can 
start to give up "this gender 
nonsense". The pressure of fitting 
the media stereotype of a 
"beautiful" woman is lessened as 
women get older. Speaking on the 
experience that women gain out of 
life, Heilbrun stated that women 
have to go through it all (ie. 
relationships and career) before 
they really have an idea of the 
situation and what women are up 
against. As far as achieving an 
equable balance between the two 
lives-marriage and career
Heilbrun definitely agrees that it is 
possible to have them both at the 
same time. What is Carolyn 
Heilbrun's (aka Amanda Cross') 
secret to healthy and sane living? 
She doesn't shop, doesn ' t give 
dinner parties, and she "doesn't 
cook for anybody." If you follow 
this advice, says Heilbrun, "it is 
amazing how much time you save." 
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Women of Outstanding Merit Earn Thomas Awards 
(continued from page 13) be somewhere in between," Krim 

advised. "Yes be concerned, feel 
compassion but re-evaluate your 
own behavior and don't panic." 

underdeveloped nation in the caring majority aging population. "If we 
for children. The U.S. is presently want to save our economic skins 
ranked nineteenth in the world in and remain a safe society, we have 
its infant mortality rate along with to come to grips with the lack of 
South Africa as the only support for 
industrialized countries ranked so our kids," 
low. The U.S. is ranked fifty-sixth s a y s 

such as poverty, drugs, and 
homelessness contribute to the 
already challenging issues like 
education and child care that 

concern CDF. 
"All good works 
won't matter if a 

but not well enough. "The 
American public is bombarded 
with so much information and so 
many appeals." People react in 
two general ways, Krim said. 
Either they deny their responsibility 
to acknowledge the disease and to 
do their part in preventing the 
perpetuation of AIDS and its myths, 
or they become overly anxious and 
panic. "The correct reaction should 

For Edelman, the Children's 
Defense Fund (CDF) "forced 
people to think about children." 
CDF is a lobbying group which 
fights against the lack of legislation 
to protect children in this country. 
According to Edelman, the United 
States is "in many ways an 

in polio immunizations, lagging Edelman. 
bahind such countries as Albania "We must 
and Botswana." understand 

Edelman warns of a "shrinking that doing 
pool" of children to support the things forour 

kids is a must; 
if not, it will 
bring us to 

"We must 
understand that 
doing things for 
our kids is a 

child comes 
home to a 
poverty-stricken 
home," 
Edelman. 

says 

Edelman 's 
committment to 
CDF not only 
concerns herown 
personal fight for 
children's rights, 
but also concerns 
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our knees." 
Edelman 

sees this 
year's 

must; if not, it 
will bring us to 
our knees." 

priorities 
being "making [the government] 
keep the promises of last year's 
laws." Higher visibility of the 
Children's Defense Fund will build 
a larger constituency who will force 
the government to talk about 
children's issues. One of the 
greatest problems with this is that 
"people don't feel the sense of 
urgency until they see [the horror]. 
People need to see the children to 
personalize the suffering." 

There is a conflict in the goals 
of the Children's Defense Fund, 
according to Edelman. "Goals are 
paper goals; some are inconsistent. 

••.• we •• ~!l't bilv~ _ !t. illt ~t .@~c~._" 
Seemingly insurmountable barriers 

galvanizing 
action from the public. "We need 
to build an army; this is a crusade. 
What we want for children is what 
we want for every dependent 
American." 

Both Krim and Edelman are 
modest in their acceptance of the 
award. For Krim, receiving the M. 
Carey Thomas award is "very 
flattering. One always has the 
irnpressionthatonedoesn'tdeserve 
it." Edelman said she feels "very 
humbled and very honored that the 
CDF would be honored in this 
way." Both women agree that in 
receiving· the award, they are in the 

.com.pan.y .JJt. ..bther.' ~outstanding 
women in the United States. 
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Pasztor Proctors Scholastic Attitude Test 
Sometime in June, after I have 

moved back home following 
graduation in May, I need to take 
my Graduate Management 
Admissions Test, or the GMA T, as 
the Princeton Educational Testing 
Service affectionately calls it. "No 
sweat," I said about the test, oh, 
around four or five months ago. 
(That was the same thing I was 
saying about my thesis, which is 
now due in 33 days!!) NOW, it's 
"BIG SWEAT." Not like this test 
is a killer exam, like the MCAT's 
for med school. But for lots 
of people it's the difference 
between acceptance to 
business school, or rejection. 
Sadness. Panic. Frustration. 
Failure. Depression . 
Enrollment in a trappistmonk 
monastery in the middle of 
South Dakota. THE END. 

So I decided to take the 
pressure off myself a little 
bit. I figured all I had to do 
was: 1) get the address to 
ETS in New Jersey; 2) devise 
my OWN version of the 
GMAT, and submit it for their 
approval and nationwide 
distribution. We ALL know some 
of the dopey questions they ask on 
nationally-administered exams, 
like PSAT, SAT, ACT, TOEFL, 
(which never ceases to remind me 
of tofu, of which I put some on my 
salad the other night, thinking it 
was feta cheese, by the way) and 
the LSAT, GMAT, DAT, and 
MCAT.Irememberverydistinctly 
leaving those testing centers having 
finished these exams on a bright 
and sunny (inevitably) Saturday, 

and having thought, "Why on 
EARTH would they ask such a 
lame question? I mean, what 
relevance is that going to have to 
do with my life?" . 

Yeah, sure, you buy those 
preparation books in your local 
neighborhood bookstore, the ones 
with titles like: ~gm lli<!u Illll 
~ allil find~ in yQYr merit 

answers and neato-keen advice and 
funny guotes and anecdotes 
designed to make you relax and 
live under the assumption this test 
is a WHIZ. provided you buy this 
.bQQkl 

Well, here's MY version of 
what I think a test for admission to 
graduate school should look like. 
FORGET these different versions 

Sabrina 
of high school and college 
admission exams - we only 
need the PAT, thePASZTOR 
APTITUDE TEST. This 30-

m inute exam is 
~ designed to be 
· \,,,I picked up at your 
f""\. '\ local post office, 
f-lllt' bank, or in your 
r I'\ grocery store next to 
\I _j_ the "National 

illll!existence! 
(subtitle: If you buy this book, you 
area sucker; but if you don't, you're 
a fool AND you're gonna bomb 
the test) or GUARANTEED TO 
HELP YOU PASS THE GMAT! 
(yeah, okay - but I can't afford to 
just PASS the test, right? ANY 
dope can do that.) Or New 
Exclusive Features! Test-Busters! 
Improved and Updated for the New 
and Revised LSA T exam with new 
and improved questions and 

N 
~ 

0 
~ 

Enquirer" at the 
checkout counter, at 
ANY time. You can 
pay by cash, check 
(payable to Sabrina 
K. Pasztor),ormoney 
order at that time, or 
mail it to me at P.O. 

Box 001 , Chicago, Illinois 
60035. NO pre-registration 
form necessary - just mail your 

exam in to the address above, :md 
your exam will be HAND 
GRADED and sent back to your 
home address within a week or 
two. Want multiple copies? Xerox 
'em. This test will become 
standardized to the point that xerox 
copies are acceptable- none of this 
"please request an original 
transcript sent to us directly from 
ETS, or you are not a real person", 
no no. Just bop down to your local 

xerox machine, whip out those 
extras, and send 'em off to your 
summer camp application, or remit 
them with your grad school 
admissions materials. They'll 
count. 

We'll even keep your exam 
results on file fora period of twenty 
years after your last test date. This 
issolelyforblackmailingpurposes, 
of course; we keep the original 
exams for posterity, and that way if 
you're ever considering running 
for a political office and they need 
to dig up dirt on you, they know 
where to come. (We could have 
prevented major disaster in the 
political realm with the Quayle
dude if this system had been in 
place a couple of years ago. His 
exams were frighteningly true-to
form: poor results, and a lot of 
laughable answers·. Anyway.) 

To make good on our efforts to 
redesign all exams into the PAT, a 
variety of interesting and boredom
breaking questions are asked. The 
following is a sample from the 
1996 version of the exam: 

7. F ill in the blank. 

16. Multiple choice. Is the 
answer A, B, C, or D? 

23. How much wood could a 
woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck 
ate peanut brickle? 

26. How many licks does it 
take to get to the center of a tootsie 

roll? 

28. Whatever happened to the 
kids on "Zoom"? 

29. What is lint and where docs 
it come from? 

34. Why is it that every time I 
do my laundry I am short a sock 
and have an extra coat hanger? 

35. Why? 

(Answers in my next column.) 

Notice the free format? The 
lightheartedness and witiness of 
the questions? You don 'teven have 
to contend with reading directions 
-every question is self-explanatory. 
There are not six or seven different 
sections each focusing on critical 
reasoning, or analytical skills, or 
wntmg style and prover 
grammatical usage. This a straight
forward, reasonable, relaxing exam 
that you can take anytime, any 
place, with any writing utensil, on 
any type of writing paper. Send it 
back in the attached envelope, 
enclosing your check or money 
order for processing fees, and you 
are SET. 

ThePAT.Forgetallthoseother 
hellish exams. Welcome to the test 
of the future. The few. The proud. 
The PAT test-takers. Be all you 
can be. Just do it And tell 'em 
Hahhvaad sent ya. 

SabrinaPasztorisaBrynMawr 
senior who is checking into Stanley 
Kaplan. Pronto. 

I• J J ..JUJ.J..,, ,.... 
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' "1' )1 lduq ni;· omA 

ro,,f.tEAd wirf.t SAbniNA. rilll! 
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Northwestern University 
Summer Session '91 
Think or swim. 

I'm thinking. Send me a free copv of the Summer 
Sc:;sion ·91 catalog '~ith financial aid and rcgistrntion 
information (available in Aprill. 

Ple-.ise send the catalog to D my home. 
D my school. 

Northwestern Univer.;itv Summer Session ·91 
lOO :~ Sheridan Road Ei·anston, Illinois 60208-2650 
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The 

CD 
eview of the Week 

BY LESLIE POWER 

So yeah, I live for REM. Like 
some of you, my breathing slows 
in the months between their albums, 
IyeamforStipe'sgrainyvoiceand 
the mystic melodies that make this 
band so special. Jt feels like it's 
been a long while since Green, 
and it has been. Occasional 
appearances by REM's members 
on other band's works hasn't been 
enough. Sorry, Indigo Girls. 

So now we have Out of Time. 
It's about time, and just in the nick 
of time (excuse me, it's a pun I 
can't resist). This is a solid record 
that encompasses the best of the 
band'sstellarworkmanship. Lenny 
let me in on the background of the 
disc, that the band had originally 
recorded double the amount of 
songs, but decided to hold off 
dR.\\\:>J~-.dJ~c~m,jind i;J;!Sh half the 
stuff for later release. That, Lenny 
said, is th1:: harder, rockier music . 
The more mellow stuff 1s what 
makes up Out of Time. 

What this album showcases is 

radio station!>, they're m essence 
blastmg themselves. The band's 
latest efforts have received heavy 
play-time on all the stations the 
band formed to avoid. You can 't 
tur.1 on Mtvwithout watching Stipe 
do a David Byrne imitation on the 
"Losing my Religion" video. Yet 
REM can never be a Nelson, and I 
wouldn't call the un-hazing of 
Stipe's voice selling out for 
increased record sales. All their 
commercial success seems to be in 
spite of themselves. REM's music 
strives to present an alternative to 
the fate of Young America, as told 
by KRS-1: "Now ourchildrengrow 
up prisoners, all their lives, radio 
listeners." 

Pierson and Stipe blend 
extremely well on the funky, funny 
"Shiny Happy People," and on 
"Country Feedback" and "Me in 
Honey." Pierson's enthusiastic, 
cheerleader voice provides perfect 
contrast to Stipe's moans. 

'Endgame " is a largely 
instrumental track, and is 
interesting, but doesn't quite make 

" . REM .. . ·o F 1· F ;,_-:l..~~~,:.;·':_. . :: . Ul 0 IM E 

M~chael Stipe's voice. The 
.f elodies are as always wonderous 
and

1
unusuai, the best being "Half a 

World Away," which yearns for 
love with all the heartStipe's voice 
can conjure up. The lyrics continue 
to follow the trend toward 
comprehensiveness, revealing 
themselves to be perfectly 
compatible with the graininess of 
Stipe' s throat as he croaks out "this 
world is wasted." 

Stipe' s is not the only voice on 
the disc. He is joined in backups 
by himself and the other_ band 
members, and also by rapper KRS-
1 and the B-52's Kate Pierson. 
"Radio Song," destined to be the 
next single~ jabs at contemporary 
AOR, "Classic,'' and Top-40 radio 
stations (read: every station in 
existence, with perhaps WHRC 
being the only exception, but one 
never to be heard outside the 
hallowed Dining Center halls), 
every boring same-ale same-ole 
song. "I can't find nothin ' on the 
radio," a voice says al the start of 
OutofTime. Whatagreatwayto 
begin an album. REM places itself 
in a dichotomy with the lyric of 
this song, however. By blasting 

it without the helpof Stipe's 
distinctive voice. On the other 
hand, "Belong," which is 
instruments accompanied by low 
background speaking tones, is 
perfect. 

"Low," the solemn third track 
on the album, and the goofy "Near 
Wild Heaven" typify the depth and 
levity of REM's range: the band is 
able, as always, to pull off a "ba 
dah ba" high-school band tune with 
meaning, and a dark song 
espousing the glories and 
hellishness of lowness, with 
panache and credibility. "You and 
me, we know about time, you know 
how things go ... low, low low," 
can be followed by "Whatever it 
takes, I'm giving, it's just a gift I'm 
giving ... I always thought that it 
would make me smarter ... my heart 
would open wide in this near wil9 
heaven," with both lyrics sounding 
believable and appropriate.You 
can'tbeatREM,andyoucan'tbeat 
OutofTime. Idon'tcareifthere's 
nothing on the radio: in fact, it's 
better that way. As Stipe sings, "I 
need this, I need this." I'll take this 
disc over any radio station. 

21st Century Sound, 525-7173, is 
located at 846 Lancaster Avenue 
in Bryn Ma'Yr. .. 
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Taste of Swarthmore's Folk Fest 
Brings out Mostly Christian· Flavor 

BY LEIGH ROCKEY 

Okay, what is folk? 
Relying on the Swarthmore 

Folk Festival, March 22 and 23, 
for an answer, folk is the spirit of a 
traditionally and culturally aware 
state of mind. 

So, what is folk art? 
As performed by artists from 

the Augusta Heritage Center in 
Pearson Hall Theater last Saturday 
night, folk art (ready?) can be tap 
dancing, banjo strumming, black 
gospel singing, clog dancing, story 
telling, fiddle playing, 

intimate appraisal of a culture's 
tradition. Aspects of African
American, Latin American, Cajun, 
and Irish art, for example, live on 
through the Augusta program, 
proving that folk is basically a spirit 
of tradition. 

The forty-eight hour Folk 
Fes tival at Swarthmore 
miniaturized the grand scale of 
Augusta art, delivering a choice of 
morning or afternoon workshops 
as well as a Country Dance, Cajun 
Dance, Salsa Brunch, and Gospel 
Hymn Sing. Capping the festival, 

what she deemed "black gospel 
music," accompanying herself on 
the piano. Reaching her arms 
toward the audience during the 
last bit of stay on stage, she 
requested that everyone hug their 
neighbor and say "I love you." 
National treasure LaVaughn 
Robinson tap danced feverishly 
with grace in imitation of Bill 
"Bojangles" Robinson, Bill 
Bailey, and an Irish clog dancer, 
but captured kudos for his own 
style. Later in the concert another 
dancer, Ira Bernstein, clogged, 

guitar picking, 
harmonica humming, 
and Appalachian 
Baptist hymn singing. 

1 Folk art can be tap dancing, banjo . 
. strumming, black gospel singing, clog·' 
I . . 

tapped, and 
stepped to 

accompaniment 
of the fiddle, 

bass and guitar. 
He provided his 
own percussion 
with his feet. In 

But these are only 
some manifestations of 
folk art. 

dancing, story telling, fiddle playing, guitar 
picking, harmonica humming, and 

• Appalachian Baptist hymn singing. 
Offering further 

clarification, the first 
artist out on the stage that evening, 
Bill Wellington, served as a joking, 
flute playing, singing emcee who 
explained between acts the 
intention of the Augusta Heritage 
Center. Located in Elkins, West 
Virginia, on the campus of Davis 
and Elkins College \ugusta" (as 
Wellington called it) coordinates a 
summer-long folk arts workshop. 
Anyone may attend this 
symposi um/mini-college of 
American heritage, as artists give 
beginner level and professional 
level instruction in everything from 
whittling to the mountain dulcimer. 
The Heritage Center prides itself 
on untouched continuance of age
old arts and crafts, stressing the 

the 8 pm concert mentioned above 
corralled participants to watch the 
workshop instructors perform. 
Two unfortunateconditions marred 
the evening folk finale, as the mikes 
were extremely loud (or Pearson 
Hall's acoustics excel necessary 
limits), and the show came off as a 
compartmentalization of a good 
thing. Fifteen minutes, at most, 
allowed for each artist, cheated the 
audience from fully understanding 
each art. 

However incomplete , the 
performances did manage to 
engage spectators with chanting in 
round, gospel responses, and, of 
course, clapping. A particular 
favorite, Ethel Caffe-Austm, sang 

under five 
min utes a n 

African-American storyteller, 
Jamal Karam, beat drums and told 
the creation story of his heritage. 
Ginny Hawker put Appalachian 
folksongs to voice with her guitar
strummingpartnerTracy Schwarz. 
Their presentation heralded West 
Virginia country music but escaped 
exploiting that particular art form 
as, say, the Nashville Network 
would. In fact, Hawker focused 
the jamboree on perhaps its only 
unifying subject matter: God. 
Every performer praised God in 
some manner, as well as Jesus, 
which cast the folk tradition in an 
almost exclusively Christian
centered light. 

McCarthyism and Movie-Making 
Explored in Guilty by Suspicion 

BY ROBERT BARRY 

Guilty by Suspicion, directed 
by Irwin Winkler and produced by 
Amon Milchan, portrays the life of 
Hollywood film director David 
Merrill (Robert De Niro) during 
theearlyl 9SO'swhen the fear raged 
in America that vast numbers of 
Communists were dangerously 
organizing throughout the country. 
The film assumes a more'5erious 
role as itilluminatesone 
of the darker comers in 

people being hurt, most of whom 
were guilty of nothing more than 
attending a couple of Communist 
meetings during their college days, 
Merrill nobly puts his life on the 
line to protect them. 

At the same ti me, Merrill comes 
to the realization that he has devoted 
his life to the advancement of his 
career, sacrificing his wife Ruth 
(Annette Bening), his son, and his 
friends who occupied lower marks 

The film comes to a climax in a 
scene of heightened emotion when 
David's best friend since 
childhood, Bunny Baxter (George 
Wendt) asks Merrill if he can use 
his name to clear himself in front 
of the House Committee on Un
American Activities. The two 
major plot flaws were the New 
York Scenes which were not well 
developed and seemed rushed, and 
the rather contrived Hollywood 

ending (surprise, surprise). 

America's history, the 
era of McCarthyism. 
Merrill becomes part of 
what came to be known 

The film illuminates one of the 
darker corners of American 
history, the era of McCarthyism. 

De Niro did an excellent 
job portraying his character 
with depth, substance, and 
realistic emotion. Bening is 
also to be commended on a 
great performance as ts as the Hollywood Black ~ 

List, an enumeration of 
California movie industry 
personalities suspected of having 
some kind of association with the 
Communist party. 

The plot revolves around the 
depiction of the deterioration of 
the life of Merrill and his friends as 
they lose their jobs, their self
esteem, and even their desire to go 
on living. When he is asked to 
provide the government with 
names of others in order to 
exonerate himself, Merrill refuses 
and becomes guilty by suspicion, 
thus the film's title. When the 

on his pnonty list. He takes 
advantage of this opportunity to 
protect his innocent friends and 
prove that he does have a heart and 
values something more than his 
movies. Naturally, this puts a lot of 
stress on De Niro' s character; all he 
wants to do is make movies, but he 
can't bring himself to pay the price 
which would mean sacrificing those 
he cares about in order to clear his 
name. De Niro is convincingly 
human as we see him realize how 
much he has sacrificed already and 
the aches he feels when told that he 

possibilityarisesofmanyinnocent must sacrifice even more . 

Martin Scorsese, who made a 
brief but enjoyable appearance as 
Joe Lesser, a fellow director and 
friend of Merrill's. 

A final attribute which deserves 
mention and added spice to the text 
was the period sound track which 
featured such tunes as "Straighten 
Up and Fly Right" and "They Can't 
Take That Away From Me" and 
provided a meaningful backdrop. 
All in all, "Guilty by Suspicion" 
will undoubtedly provide a 
meaningful cinematic experience 
for critics and De Niro fans alike. 
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Goldberg Brings Gold to a Ghost of a Film 
BY MELISSA J. PERENSON 

Ghost, the mega-hit of 1990, 
is being released on videotape 
this week, priced-to-rent with a 
whopping $99.95 price tag. And 
it is likely that the film will have 
a healthy rental future, as it is 
backed by continued popularity 
(box-office receipts were last 
tallied at $215 million and 
counting) and five Oscar 
nominations, including Best 
Picture and Best Screenplay. The 
overwhelming audience support 
of Ghost and its romanticism was 
in direct contrast with the glut of 
Hollywood action films, leaving 
one to wonder just why Ghost 
was so successful. 

On the surface, it sounded like 
an improbable roster: Patrick 
Swayze, Demi Moore, and 
Whoopi Goldberg starring in a 
suspense-thriller? Called Ghost? 
Yet it was precisely the efforts of 
this strange combination which 
helped to pull off a movie with an 
interesting premise. 

Not to say that "Ghost" is 
without its flaws. The first is in its 
classification; Paramount calls it 
a "suspense-thriller," but the terms 
sci ence-fic ti on/fantasy, 
supernatural, and romantic
comedy are all equally applicable. 
For Ghost is also a love story
an emotional tearjerker with a 

twist. And it's also quite funny
perhaps at times even bordering on 
comedic, particularly whenever 
Whoopi Goldberg takes to the 
screen. 

Ghost revolves around a 
fascinating concept: the 
exploration of one man's 
adaptation to the world of the 
immaterial. It is the story of a 
romance caught between two 
worlds - the physical and the 

development, but the events 
leading up to Sam's murder arc 
both predictable and somewhat 
tedious. However, despite the 
sluggish start, Ghost picks up and 
gains momentum after the fatal 
encounter as Sam slowly comes to 
realize his new form and existence. 
The initial scenes of Sam as a ghost 
are quite intriguing as his awareness 
to his new circumstance progresses 
and he adapts to his new abilities . 

who is shocked to find that her 
powers are in fact genuine. What 
ensues is a comical, touching 
mystery as Sam and Oda Mae try 
to convince Molly that Sam is still 
earthbound and her safety is in 
jeopardy. 

The special effects of Sam 
passing through solid objects as 
done by George Lucas' Industrial 
Light and Magic are especially 
worth mention. Also, the lighting 

spiritual. The~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
notion adds a 

used in the 
movie was 

new 
dimension to 
tales of the 
afterlife, 
tracing the 
emerging 

Ghost revolves around a fascinating 
concept: the exploration of one man's 
adaptation to the world of the immaterial. 

very 
effective, 
playing a 

big part in 
defining the 

location of 
perceptions 
and emotions during one 
individual's experience. 

The film opens by introducing 
Sam Wheat (Swayze) and Molly 
Jensen (Moore), a young couple 
happy and in love who are 
renovating their New York loft in 
preparation for a life together. We 
meet investment banker Sam at the 
workplace, fraternizing with his 
business associate and unlikely 
fiend-of-a-friend Carl Bruner 
(Tony Goldwyn), and with artistic 
Molly while she throws her pottery. 
Some might argue that the 
beginning scenes of the film were 
for the purpose of character 

Sam regrets not having been 
able to tell Molly that he loved her 
while he was alive, at which time 
all he could ever muster in response 
to Molly's declaration oflove was 
a well-meant "ditto." Unable to 
communicate or interact with the 
physical world, Sam must sit by 
miserably as he watches Molly 
grieve. However, with the 
realization that his death was no 
accident, Sam stumbles upon a 
dangerous plot which poses a threat 
to Molly's life as well. In his 
desire to protect Molly, Sam seeks 
the aid of a psychic named Oda 
MaeBrown(Goldberg),acharlatan 

the ghost 
when among physical beings; 
Swayze's character was often 
enveloped by a strange, sparkling 
aura. 

Ghost seizes the opportunity 
to forge new ground in the 
definition of the parameters of a 
ghost; unfortunately, however, the 
film could not adhere to its own 
designations and that definition was 
in constant flux . In the beginning, 
Sam couldn't bC seen or heard and 
he could walk through doors; also, 
he couldn't affect or move objects 
in the physical world. Then, 
suddenly, he could. Merely by 
accident. And then he was being 

taught by another ghost how to 
move objects; Sam learned that 
objects could be moved by the 
concentrated power from the gut. 
A concept which raises the question 
of why he technically stood on the 
floor of the loft in the first place -
why didn ' t he just fall through? 

Beyond that inconsistency, the 
film quickly becomes bogged 
down in a sugary, tearjerker 
romance script. At other times, the 
film simply drags on; it is a two 
hour film in which you're aware of 
every second. Ghost's saving 
grace is the fine acting from the 
ensemble cast of Swayze, Moore, 
and especially Goldberg. Whoopi 
Goldberg's scenes are classic 
comedy, arguably the absolute 
highlights of the movie and the 
necessary ingredient which kept 
the film from slipping into absolute 
tedium. Whenever Whoopi was 
onscreen, she simply upstaged her 
co-stars and stole the show; 
Goldberg's Academy Award for 
Best Supporting Actress was well
deserved. 

Although Ghost is a relatively 
engaging movie which should be 
seen, if no other reason, for Whoopi 
Goldberg's performance, viewing 
this film will not necessarily, as 
Paramount Studio's promotions 
herald, have you believing in 
ghosts. 

Student l~fe 
Footlights Offers Audiences More 
Intimate, Unique Kind of Theater 

Scrawl 

April 5 
Campus Center 

OUTDOOR 
CONCERT 
ON MERION 

GREEN 
APRIL 20 

Concert 
Goodhart 
April 19 

YIC5 presents 
Coffee :Jfouse witfi tfie 

New yor~ 
Stri..n9 Tri..o 

Ylprif 24 

BY KENNETH E. GRAY, JR. 

Footlights is one of the lesser 
known theater groups on campus, 
but it is also one of the most 
interesting. The bi -college 
organization is headed by founder 
Alessandra Djurklou, a Bryn Mawr 
sophomore. Djurklou, along with 
fellow sophomore Mariellen 
Cordaro and senior Alexandra 
Milonas, direct Footlights' 
performances. 

Footlights is unique in that it 
primarily performs one-act plays 
that are written by students. Forthe 
most part, these works have never 
been performed before. Last 
semester, the group premiered in 
the cozy atmosphere of Rhoads 
living room and the Lunt Cafe with 
two plays, General Store, directed 
by Milonas, and Nonsense Hugo, 
directed by Djurklou and Cordaro. 

Footlights has abandoned a 
number of traditional theater 
conventions, making it one of the 
most progressive theater groups 
oncampus. Theconventionalstage 
is replaced by the intimate setting 
of a dorm lounge or a party room. 
Although they are called 

r 

Write 
for Bi
CoArts! 
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"smokers," the plays are usually 
performed in a non-smoking 
lounge. 

This arrangement, with the 
actors performing alongside the 
audience, makes the plays come 
to life . This closeness can pose a 
great challenge for the actors, 
while also allowing them to be 
more in-touch with the audience. 
Judging from Footlights' 
December plays, the closer the 
audience and actors are, the more 
enjoyable the experience is for 
both. 

Consistent with its 
progressiveness in style is the 
attempt Footlights makes to 
experiment with plays and themes 
that do not receive much voice on 
stage. One of their December 
plays, General Store, dealt with 
what it was like to be a lesbian in 
the South. The play, instead of 
beating the audience over the head 
with the theme, took a more subtle 
approach which resulted in a more 
powerful statement of its message. 
It was an unusual and disturbing 
play whose contents have not been 
discussed in main-stream theater. 

In complete contrast to this 

was the play Nonsense Hugo, a 
very light-hearted comedy about 
the relationship between a famous 
pianist to his mistress and his 
mother which resembled 
something out of Monty Python. 
Although a tragic death presides 
in the end, the gratuitous violence 
is kept to a hilarious minimum. 

Footlights is planning a more 
extensive range of performances 
for this semester. Several one-act 
plays or "smokers" will be 
performed in a foreign language. 
Footlights has also scheduled to 
do readings of new plays. (A 
reading is like a play, except that 
the actors still have their scripts.) 

In a community with such 
diverse theater opportunities as 
those offered by Mark Lord, 
Student Theater Company, 
Broadway South and Soup to Nuts, 
Footlights' has made its own niche 
and served its unique purpose well. 
For more information 

It is never too late to get 
involved in Footlights. If you 
wish to be a part of Footlights, 
simplycontactoneofthedirectors, 
or watch for signs which should 
be up soon. 

.. 1WBf-/;. CPfl 
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FRIDAY MAR.29 
Housing Results of Asian Cultural Living Group, BCC, Environ-
mental House, and La Casa announced at 5:00 pm. See the bulletin 
board outside the Housing Office. 
Deadline Submissions for Silhouettes - a magazine about body image 
& eating disorders are due today. Send on disk to Lynne Hurwitz HC/ 
CM or Phuong Ngo C-425. ?'s - call Phuong: 526-5673. 
10:30 am Lecture: Kathryn Calame on Molecular Analysis of Immu-
noglobulin Heavy Chain Gene Transcription: the 'Cis-Acting' Factors. 
Biology Dept. Sharpless Auditorium. 
3:00 pm Men's Tennis vs. Drew. Outdoor Courts. (Field House in 
case of rain). 
4:30 pm Good Friday Service. Common Room, BMC. All welcome. 
7:30 pm Movie: Drugstore Cowboy. Bi-Co Film Series. Thomas 
110, BMC. 
7:30 pm Lecture and jubilant singing: Mark Potter on The Basis for 
Hope and a New World. Bi-Co Christian Fellowship. Gest 101. For more 
info call Carrie Porter at 896-6043. 
8:00 pm Movie: Presumed Innocent. Three Seasons. 
9:00 pm Lorax II.Founders' Great Hall. Featuring Hiram, EDO, and 
Gutbucket. 
10:00 pm 
110, BMC. 

Movie: Drugstore Cowboy. Bi-Co Film Series. Thomas 

10:30 pm Movie: Presumed Innocent. Three Seasons. 
SATURDAY MAR. 30 
11 :45 am Earthfest meeting: Building displays at Environmental 
House. HP A 35, second floor. 
1:00 pm Baseball vs. Washington (2). '16 Field. 
1:00 pm Men's Lacrosse vs. FDU - Madison: Wal-

ton Fiie~d, , "" 
8:00 pm Movie: 
Ghost. Three Seasons. 
8:00 pm Easter Vigil. 
Friends Meeting House, 
Swarthmore College. All 
welcome. 
8:15 pm Movie: 
Drugstore Cowboy. Bi
Co Film Series. Stokes 
Audi.tori um. 
10:30 pm Movie: 

Housing Room confirmation sheets available from the Housing 
Office starting today. 
10:00 am Collection. Chase 104. 
4:15 pm Lecture: Ellen Williams, Univ. of Maryland, winner 1990 
American Physical Society Maria Goeppert Mayer Prize, on Seeing 
Atoms: Applications and Implications. Physics Dept. Stokes 10. 
4:30 pm Composers' Forum. MacCrate Recital Hall. 
WEDNESDAY APR. 3 
2:30pm 
4:00pm. 
5:00pm 
due! 

10-minute Walk-in times at HC Career Development. Until 

Deadline - Submissions for the next Weekly Guide are 

7:00 pm Speaker from Feminists For Life. Bi-Co Pro-Life Group. 
BMC Campus Center, Room 105. 
7:15 pm BMC Student Investment Committee. BMC Campus 
Center, Room 220. VAX questions to M_PECSENYE. HC and BMC 
students welcome. 
8:00 pm Lesbian Bisexual support group. BMC Campus Center, 
Room210. 
8:00 pm Amaroso String Quartet. Marshall Auditorium. 
9:00 pm Men's Group. Gest 103. 
9:00 pm Storytellers. Philips Wing, Magill Library. 
9:15 pm ISA Meeting. BMC Campus Center, Room 105. 
9:45 pm Meeting for people interested in applying to Law school. 
Hal Fichandler will tell you everything you ever needed to know about 
the application process. Chase 104. 
10:30 pm Feminist Alliance meeting to discuss Other Side of Silence. 
Women's Center. 

THURSDAY APR.4 
10:00 am Fifth Day Meeting. All are welcome. Meeting-

house. 
2:30 pm 10-minute Walk-in times at BMC Career 
Development. Until 4:00 pm. 
4:00 pm The Fine Arts Dept. offers a tea at the 
Skating House. Refreshments by Hopie Windle. 
4:00 pm Peace Studies presents a report by HC and 
BMC students on their fact-finding mission to Native 
American reservations in Wisconsin and Arizona, 

Nations Within: Ties Between Sovereignty and Survival. 
Chase 104. 

4:00 pm Lee- ture: Amanda Udis-Kessler on Creating a 
Ghost. Three Seasons. 
10:15 pm Movie: 
Drugstore Cowboy. Bi-Co 
Film Series. Stokes Audito-

Bisexual Identity for bisexual men and 

::.r-.. ::::1:i1:::11 r p\ ex e d :~~~";d~:~;y::::~ ::~":~'::':~~:::._ 
'?WA ,,,,i,,·-·; thenc. BMC Campus Center, Room 105. 

'jilll!l.i'ii.ll!:;li.iii~:j=:11·:, 6:00 pm U~~e~~~ ~:~~~:~ :;~o~i:~ ~~~~.1~~;k:a~;Chris num. 
SUNDAY 
31 

MAR. 

First Day Meeting. Meeting House. All 10:30 am 
welcome. 
6:30 pm Students' Council Meeting. Bryn Mawr Room, HC Dining 
Center. 
7:00 pm Writing Clinic for Minority Students.Please join us. We are 
here to help you every Sunday at Woodside Cottage, Room 304. Contact 
Veronica Olivieri at 642-3236. 
8:00 pm The Fine Arts Dept. presents Chris Daubert lecturing on his 
work. Reception. Fine Arts Center. 
9:00 pm Movie: Amazon Women on the Moon. Three Seasons. 
MONDAY APR. 1 

Daubert and Ingrid Muan. Comfort. 
7:30 pm Class Night. Marshall Auditorium. 
8:00 pm AIDS Service Network. Chase 104. 
8:30 pm Women in Math and Science meeting. In the Coop. 
9:00 pm Information session for students thinking about studying 
abroad. It will be presented by students who have already studied 
abroad. Chase Hall 101. 
FRIDAY APR. 5 
4:00 pm Lecture: Amanda Udis-Kessler on Bisexuality and Lesbian 
and Gay Communities. Open to everyone in the Bi-Co community. 
Dorothy Vernon room in Haffner, BMC. For more info call Pam Mery at 
526-7584. 

Deadline Submissions for the second semester issue of Full Circle 4:30 pm Lecture: Dr. Mary Roberts, Prof of Chemistry, Boston 
are due. Send submissions to John Stephen, Elissa Steglich, Anthony College, on Osmoregulation in Methanogens: Strange Molecules in Even 
Philips HC/CM. For more info call Anthony at 526-5885. Stranger Cells. President and WIMS. Chase 104. 
11:30 am Food Service Committee Meeting. Open to the public. 7:30 pm Lecture and jubilant singing: Rev. Ken Young on Hope for 
Contact John Francone for details. Racial Reconciliation. Bi-Co Christian Fellowship. BMC Campus Cen-
4: 15 pm Movie: Women's Peace in the Middle East. Hillel, CCMEC, ter. For more info, call Carrie Porter at 896-6043. 
Women's Center. Documentary about Israeli, Palestinian, and American 7:30 pm Movie: Fantasia. Bi-Co Film Series. Thomas 110, BMC. 
women working for peace in the Middle East. Followed by.discussion 7:30 pm Class Night. Marshall Auditorium. 
with Beth Martin from Progressive Zionist Caucus. Women's Center. 10:00 pm Movie: Fantasia. Bi-Co Film Series. Thomas 110, BMC. 
7:(),) pm Information session for people interested in applying to be SATURDAY APR. 6 
Student Resource People. Swartmore Room, Dining Center. 7:30 pm Symposium - The Tenth Year of Coeducation at Haverford: 
TCESDA Y APR. 2 Celebration and Reflection. Alumnae panel which includes Freddye Hill, 
Housing 4:00 pm peadline for signing up for Haverford group Abigail Adams '82, Barbara Henderson '84, Samantha Ph!Jips Fairchild 

"'i Yarnall and 7Hfar1d Haverford floor groups in HPA, Drinker, and · '.84, 1\1."!3 .. Walsb '84, andJnofierator K~thleen Wright, Phil D~pt. Chase 
.104. 1':•~ 1 1, . ~- 1 • I ! •' • 1 

Movie:~Fantasid, Bi-CoBilm Series. Stokes·~lieiitorium. ~.- . . : · 
' La Fiesta. Fdund~rs' · GreatHall. ·' "· ' -~ -
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Baseball Suffers Early Season Setbacks as Pitching Falters 
BY MIKE GINSBURG 

It just couldn't have gotten 
much worse for the Haverford 
baseball team this week. In all 
three of their games, against the 
University of Pennsylvania, Tufts 
University, and Alvemia College, 
the Fords were scored upon early 
and often. They were never 
contenders in any of the contests 
and lost all three games by an ugly 
total of twenty eight runs to drop 
their record to 2-7-1. The only 
good news of the week was that 
Wednesday's game against 
Philadelphia Pharmacy was rained 
out. 

numberswouldindicate. TheFords 
were seriously outmanned before 
the first pitch was even thrown, 

homer early in the contest. Penn 
put it in cruise control and won 
going away 15-2. 

consistently working from behind 
in the count, and when Levine laid 
his fastball over for strikes, the 
Alvcrnia hitters peppered the ball 
to the gaps for a total of six 
extra· base hits. 

Belcastro's outing last 
Friday against Tufts was 
marred by similar problems in 
Levine'sgames. Unabletoget 
his curveball over for strikes, 
Belcastro was forced to rely 
almost wholly on his fastball 
to get ahead in the count. Tufts 
jumped on him for six runs in 3 2/ 
3 innings in a game the Fords went 
on to lose 14-9. 

could muster only five singles as 
they were shutout 11-0. The Fords' 
four best hitters, Byrnes, senior 
captain Nate Medoff, senior Owen 

'Despite the travails of the 
past week, the Fords claim 
their moral is not down 
entering their first league 
games this weekend' 

Bellman, an'1 junior A~hby Jones, 
were a combined 0 for 16. 

Despite the travails of the past 
week, the Fords claim their morale 
is not down entering their first 
league ~ll)eS this weekend. a 

' Saturday ,doubleheader against 
The Fords' starting pitching, 

which was unanimously 
recognized as the key to the season 
for Haverford by its players before 
the season, had a rough go of it. 
Freshman Thad Levine, who 
started against Penn and Alvemia, 
was greeted rudely by both. 
Classmate Matt Belcastro suffered 
a similar fate at the hands of Tufts. 

Junior Hurler Bobby Blankstein practices in hopes of improving a 
hard hit pitching staff Photo by Dan Marks 

The Fords' hitting as well as 
the pitching struggled in these three 
games. ThePennhurlerscontrolled 
the Haverford lineup, yielding only 
two runs in that contest. Although 
the Fords did post nine runs in the 
succeeding loss to Tufts, they were 
down and out ,by a 10-1 count 
before the final eight runs were 
scored. Things got particularly 
grim in theAlvemiacontest, which 
junior first baseman Josh Byrnes 
called "the worst game we've 
played in three years," as the Fords 

Washington College. Said 
sophomore center fielder Jon 
Fetterolf, "We're disappointed in 

Levine's performance against 
Penn, a quality Division I club, 
was actually not as bad as the 

and to escape with a victory would 
have been a huge upset. Penn's 
sensational center fielder, Doug 
Glanville, rated near if not at the 
top of the nation's amateur players 
by major league scouts, darkened 
Haverford' s hopes with a three run 

Levine's next start hist 
Wednesday against Alvernia, a 
team with a more comparable talent 
base to Haverford, was much more 
disappointing. Levine was shelled 
to the tune of nine runs in six 
innings. The Fords' ace was 

BMC Lax Seeks Consistency ..... 
BY ELIZABETH 
-LOUNSBURY 

The first two weeks of the 
season have been mixed for the 
Bryn Mawr lacrosse team. On 
Monday the team lost to Widener 
University, 13-8. 

More irnt1tating than 
Widener's five point lead was the 
presence of several oflast season's 
problems that seem to have 
resurfaced in the team's play this 
year. One of those is the problem 
of maintaining momentum 
throughout the game. As tri-captain 
senior Lucinda Kerschensteiner 
commented, "We played a much 
better second half. What we really 

need to do now is consistently put 
togther two great ha! ves." In terms 
of skill, Widener is a teaml that 
Bryn Mawr could and probably 
should have beaten. But Widener 
was far more aggressive during 
this game, and that made the critical 
difference for them in picking up 
more goals. 

There is an excellent chance, 
however, that Bryn Mawr will be 
able to pull that momentum 
together this season during the rest 
oftheirgames. AsKerschensteiner 
explained, "We have a really big 
team this year, with a lot more 
depth." She feels that the team has 
adjusted well to the loss of some 
key seniors from last season, 

Mawrters Hammer Drew 
BY BETH COLEMAN student Rakhi Datta won 6-2, 6-

4. The only losses came at #1 
Following its season-opening singles as first-year student Mary 

victory last week against Waibel dropped her match 6-4, 
Moravian College (9-0) and 5-7, 5-7, and fellow first-year 
ensuing match against Catholic player Diane Blumeris lost a 
University in Washington, D.C. tough 6-3, 6-4 decision. 
onSaturday,theBrynMawrtennis The Bryn Mawr doubles 
team went on to beat Drew teams fared well against Drew as 
University 7-2 Waibel and 

Wednesday, I BMC Tennis I Blumer\ s 
improving its vanquished their 
season record. L-----------~ s i n g l e s 

Due to illness and injury, 
Tuesday's lineup was revised 
from last week's winning squad. 
Leading the Mawrters against 
Drew was senior co-captain 
Christina Schnyder with a 3-6, 6-
3, 6-3 win; co-captain, junior Ariel 
Kemis also won, 6-4, 0-6, 6-4. 
Junior Cristin Hulslander also 
contributed to the win with a 6-3, 
7-5 victory, while first-year 

opponents 6-2, 6-2, while 
Schnyder and Hulslander won 3-
6, 6-3, 6-3. First-yearplayerOrin 
Roth returned to the lineup after 
an injury to team with Kemis for 
a 6-4, 6-2 win. 

Homestanding fans will geta 
chance to see the team's 
improvement as they play this 
Tuesday, April 2, and Friday, 
April 5. 

especially since several players, 
likeseniorLouiseZimmerman, are 

• 'sKillCd.:-at--a::.ltiirnbiE-oLqifferenF--' 4 
positions. "Louise is one of our 
most aggressive players, and she's 
been really interchangeable, 
particularly in midfield and 
defense," Kerschensteiner said. 

Kerschensteiner also reports 
that senior Goalie Charlotte Paige, 
last years' JV goalie, is doing a 
great job this year for the Varsity 
squad. "The week in Florida really 
improved her game. She and 
another player, junior Alyssa 
Nering, spent some time with a 
goalie coach down there who gave 
Charlotte a lot of good advice. 
Alyssa and Charlotte will probably 
continue to work together 
throughout the season." 
Sophomore Z.B. Bornemann, an 
experienced soccer goalie , has 
also joined the team this year and 
will probably be playing with JV. 
"She's got that goalie instinct, " 
Kerschensteiner explained."She's 
done a great job." 

Kerschensteiner anticipates 
that JV will have a much better 
season than last year as well. 'Their 
basic skills are much higher than 
last year at this time. As a group, 
they're working really hard." In 
fact, some JV players from last 
year will be seeing playing time 
with the Varsity squad. These 
new players, Kerschensteiner 
suggests, "will really mean a lot to 
Bryn Mawr in upcoming years." 

Two important upcoming 
games include Bryn Mawr vs. 
Swarthmore next Tuesday, and 
against Haverford a week after that. 
The JV will face Chestnut College 
in its first game next Wednesday. 

the way we've been playing, and 
there's nothing wrong with that. 
Butourmoraleisfine." TheJZq~d~./' · 
have swept their arfN&JP no1 
doubleheader again'St'Washin'gt6h 0 <' 8 
the past two years and hope to do 
the same on Saturday to tum their 
season around. 

SUSHI SUCKS ·' 

Wl;/f. .. ·' nv'l~iliifs:':WAllW/fi):@w:nwntivell folks, rm here1VJ"r&~h A 

Hello, sports fans, and 
welcometoCuz'sComer, where 
hot dogs, peanuts, and beer are 
the acceptable ball park snacks, 
not sushi and white wine. Yup, 
that's right folks, sushi and white 
wine. Out in California, they've 
added these bohemian fares to 
the standard stadium menu in 
hope of attracting a more 
"upscale" crowd to baseball 
games. A few thoughts on this 
travesty: 

1) Raw fish is supposed to 
swim in the sea, not on your 
plate. 

2) No real baseball fan could 
conceive of eating such crud at a 
game. 

3) No one in their right mind 
wants to move to California. 

But seriously, the great sushi 
saturation is indicative of a 
greater problem in America -
the decline of baseball from 
America's game to an often 
ludicrous farce of modern 
society. 

Sushi at the ball park? 'Nuff 
said. 

But yes, it's true, baseball is 
in full decline. Isn't everyone 
sick of "lockouts," ridiculous 
ticket prices, pay-per-view, and 
whining millionaires 
complaining about being 
underpaid? What's happened to 
America's game? 

1 . ~ , 

you - money has happened to 
professional baseball. Once a 
sport open to all, baseball has 
been taken over by greedy owners 
and even greedier players. Sad 
but true. 

Pay per view baseball games? 
To hell with that. They're trying 
to tell me I should have to pay to 
sit in my own home and watch 
baseball. Come on, the Phillies 
should have to pay me to ·w~tch 
them play. Pay-per-viewisgreed, 
plain and simple. Why restrict 
the game to those who have 
money? Wasn't it once open to 
both poor and rich alike? And 
owners, while you're at it, why 
don't you try pay-per-listen 
radio? 

And what about ticket and 
concession prices? $12.00 for 
second deck seats in Atlanta? 
Hell, it's hard to give those tickets 
away! And the days of the $1.00 
beer? Long gone, I'm afraid. 
Now it's a paltry $2.25 for liquid 
refreshment at a Braves game. 
And the reason for this? That's 
easy - greed. 

But alas, can we blame the 
problems of modem baseball <'n 
just the owners? Hardly, it is the 
players' greed that has spawned 
this mess. Isn't everyone sick of 
these overpaid, bratty, man
children complaining about 
something? Take for example 
(continued on page 25) 
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Men's Lax Struggles to 3-6 

Ford Lax in happier days. The sticksters beat Stockton St. earlier this year 20-8. Photo by Dan Marks. 

BY MARK DAUENHAUER 

Haverford's men's lacrosSe 
team suffered another tough defeat 
on Wednesday as they lost to St. 
Mary's College 18-12. The loss, 
played in neutral Baltimore, 
dropped the Fords' record to 3-6. 
This disheartening loss came just 
days after a solid 13-8 win over 
Mary Washington last Saturday 
had showed Haverford a faint light 
at the end of the tunnel. 

they led by 3 points. 
During the second half the 

Fords' injuries really showed. 
Haverford never regained the lead 
and St. Mary's continued to attack 
and extend their advantage. St. 
Mary's eventually pulled away to 
a six point lead and held on easily 
for the win. 

The next game for the 
beleaguered Fords is tomorrow 
against FDU-Madison at home. 
The visitors, representing the 
Fords' first MAC foe, should 
provide a stem test. The game 
should prove exciting for the teams, 
which during a fall tournament 
played a hotly contested match that 
ended in a bench-clearing brawl 
which featured the ejection of . 
several players along with head 
coach David Hooks. The Fords 
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Horned Toads Lose to Penn 

BY HEATHER DENNIS 

It was a cold, dismal, rainy day, 
and while the rest of us were 
snuggled around our books in the 
library or seeking solace in our 
humble abodes, the Womens' 
Rugby team was knee deep in dirt 
and mud, engaged in painfully 
physical exertion. The team was 
"Rough, tough, and in the MUD!" 

The spring season started off 
last Saturday with the team'sgame 
against University of Pennsylvania. 
This was indeed a close game, but 
regrettably Penn came out on top. 
The general consensus is that the 
bi-co homed toads didn ' t play the 
kind of game they had prepared 
themselves for in pre-season 
practice, and were caught off guard 
by the 'other' Quiker team. It was 
definitely a disappointing loss for 
the rugby team, and a hard position 
from which to start the season, but 
the team is so full of "Geist"
SPIRIT-that this minor setback 
should not hinder its attempts to 
become the dominating force in 
the women's rugby league. 

The first try was scored by 
senior co-captain Carla Tohtz. In 

just the first few minutes of play, 
the eight-man gracefully scored 
the first goal, showing her 
experience. With leadership like 
this, the Homed Toads are in for an 
exciting season. Yet this precedent 
set early on became difficult to 
reproduce because of the pitch's 
harsh treatment by nature. The 
team was faced with unfathomably 
deep mud puddles and freezing 
rain, which gave a ring of truth to 
the old wives' tale about a 
Californian player drowning in the 
bottom of a ruck. Said one rugby 
player, "Mud 's fun , but not when 
it' s that cold." 

Senior tri-captain Will Gould 
said the team went into 
Wednesday's game thinking that 
they were at least as good or better 
than the team, but injuries proved 
to be a problem. Gould said 
Haverford's midfield corps was 
severely hit by injuries and thatthe 
Ford midfielders who could play 
were forced to play the whole game. 
"We stayed with them for a while 

The loss was another 
disappointing one for Haverford. 
Team members said there have 
been several games that they 
thought they could or should win 
that they eventually lost Some of 
the problem has been with 
inconsistent play but most of the 
trouble comes from injuries. 

The team looks ahead to its 
next game this Saturday against 
Franklin and Marshall. They have 
continued to focus themselves and 
expect a victorious outcome. In 
addition to this match, Bryn Mawr 
will be hosting the first annual 
Seven Sisters Rugby 
Championship. This tournament 
will take place on April 13-14. 
The team is excited about the 
tournament's future. This year, 
four teams will be in attendance. 
The tournament will hopefully be 
hosted by other colleges in tum. 

will be looking to keep their heads .. -----------------------. and give FDU a long and painful 

~ • • i.a 11011•- . • \ t later Jfl'!lfl6'game'Otwgirys got 
tired and we couldn't stay with 
them any more," he said. 

The Fords opened up with hard, 
aggressive play and took the early 
lead. Attheendofthefirstquarter, 
Haverford still led 3-2. In the 

Haverford's key scorer in the 
game, as usual, was senior Simon 
Hamilton, who had 5 points (goals 
and assists). 

Saturday's game against Mary 
Washington showed the play that 

,'f.tri~rfom is capable of. 'While 
Mary Washington is not a strong 
team, a win of any sorts is a major 
victory for this year's Fords. 
Haverford started strongly, holding 
a 4-0 lead at the end of the first 
Quarter, slipped during the middle 

ride home. 

-:'~'i~~ AP;;;li;iAc·x-~:=: 

Gould on St. 
Mary's: "We 
stayed with them 
for a while but 
later in the game 
our guys got tired 
and we couldn't 

HC Women's Lax Falls to NCAA Champs 
BY MARTIN HOMBERGER who benefitted from the team' s 

strong midfield connections. 
The Haverford women 's Seniortri-captainEmilieHeckand 

Lacrosse team has begun the season Coach Gallagher also praised the 
in fine form, even il" only w ith a team's "good passing," a marked 
mixed record. After a solid pre-.i1 improvement from earlier in the 
season spring break trip the team year on the pre-season trip· when 
has played three matches, and is one of the "biggest faults was that 
now 1-2, with the win coming wedidn' tcatchtheball." Gallagher 
against Lynchburg from Virginia. was very pleased with the game, 
Both losses have been by one goal despite the loss. "We have played 
against strong teams; against them seven time.s over the last six 
Division I Villanova University years - and this was the best." 
and 1990 Division III National The Ursinus match followed a 
Champions Ursinus College. tough 8-7 loss to Villanova, which 

On Tuesday the team lost their was a decent "team effort" for 
first MAC conference match Gallagher although several parts 
against Ursinus 5-4, in an extremely of the game were not smooth, the 
tight game. The first half was very "transitions not consistent." The
exciting with the ball going up and match was played on a slick pitch, 
down the pitch, Haverford scoring which may have contributed to the 
after working the ball around the Ford dropsies, although the fast 
cage while Ursinus took advantage break did click on the day, with the 
of fast break opportunities. Fords scoring three goals in one 
Haverfordcameoffatthehalfdown incredible 53-second spell. 
5-4, and despite outshooting LynchburgwastheFord'sother 
Ursinus 13-6 in a scoreless second opponents last week, and despite 
half the score remained the same to holding a 6-3 lead with just eight 
the final whistle. All four of minutes to play proved powerless 
Haverford's goals were scored by in the wake of a Haverford 
scniorauackerStephanicCravioto, comeback which shut Lynchburg 

out for the rest of the game. 
Haverford won 8-6 after scoring 
the last five goals, and showing 
"what we are capable of doing," 
said Gallagher. 

Today the team faces Johns 
Hopkins away on their astroturf 
pitch in "a need-to-win" game, 
according to Heck. Hopkins beat 
Ursinus 8-7 in a tight overtime 
match earlier this season, so this 
match should be painfully close 
and can go either way. Like 
Haverford, the Blue Jays only 
graduated two starters last year, 
and so should be well balanced. 
The team will be pleased to know 
that after Hopkins they have two 
relatively easier fixtures in the 
upeoming week. On Tuesday the 
team will host Muhlenberg and 
then travel down the 320 to face 
Widener on Thursday. These "are 
traditionally schools we have 
beaten;" added Heck, although 
neither she nor the team are likely 
top overlook them, especially 
because if the team does well, 
another crack at Ursinus beckons 
in post-season pl~. 

(continued from page 23) 

Rickey Henderson and Barry 
Bonds. They're complaining 
because they make only $3.0 and 
$2.3 million a year, respectively? 
IfI only had such problems. Players 
like this epitomize the plight of 
modem baseball; they no longer 
play the game for enjoyment, they 
play for money. And believe me, it 
shows in the way the game is 
played. 

Whatever happened to players 
sacrificing their bodies and 
statistics in order to help theirteam 
win? Those days are long gone 
I'm afraid. I mean really, why 
shouldaplayerriskinjuringhimself 
when he's worth a couple million 
dollars? And playing hurt - not 
that! - why damage the 
merchandise further? Then we've 
got the all-important chase for 
statistics. Who cares if your team's 
in last as long as you ' re hitting 
.300 and driving in runs? As long 
as you've got the numbers to sign 
a multi-million dollar contract, 
wins and losses just don't seem 
that important any more. 

Don ' t let me forget the fact that 
baseball players were role-models 
once. Nowwe'vegotBarryBonds, 
whose proficiency with expletives 
we're all aware of after his 
argument with manager Jim 
Leyland. And Roger Clemens 
throwing temper tantrums on the 
mound during the AL 
championship series - a great 
example for Little League pitchers. 
And Jose Canseco? His blatant 
disregard for the law (he continues 
to say his speeding tickets are no 
big deal) provides a wonderful 
lesson to youngsters. Don't forget 
kids: if Lenny Dykstra gambles, it 
has to be cool! And to think I 
almost forgot the plethora of 
players who are dependent upon 
one substance or another. They're 
great examples for the youth of the 

world. 
I'm bitter, you say? Hell 

yes, I'm bitter! I'm bitter that 
this country's game has been 
superseded by a bunch of huge 
egos whose only goal in life is 
money. Baseball is consumed 
with self-interest, and I for one 
think it's ruining the game. It's 
high time baseball clean itself 
up and players and owners begin 
to realize that the game is not 
theirs, but the fans. Baseball 
belongs to us: those who watch, 
support, and adore it. Let's take 
a stand and boycott pay-per
view and make the game what it 
once was. It's up to us to save 
America's game from the abyss 
into which it's current! y headed. 
Take a stand, and you can start 
by not eating sushi at the 
ballpark. -----
Cuz's Conundrum of the 
Week: Why is there an "Easter 
bunny" and not an "Easter 
chicken"? And if there is an 
"Easter bunny," why haven ' t 
some of my redneck pals down 
South hunted it down and eaten 
it? And while we're at it, who in 
their right mind cares about the 
World League of American 
Football? You've got to be 
pretty addicted to either football, 
the T.V., or both to watch that 
crap. And why didn't "Sir" 
Charles Barkley read my 
column telling him to shape up 
last week? If he had, he might 
not have spit on an eight-year
old girl in Wednesday night's 
game against the Nets. The last 
time I checked, those of royal 
birth didn ' t spit on their 
underlings. And one last item: 
how can Lenny "Nails" Dykstra 
fit that much chewing tobacco 
in his mouth atone time? Where 
I come from, that' s true talent. 

CUZ'S Corner 
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Byrnes Picks Final Four Favorites 
BY JOSH BYRNES 

College baskelball' s Final Four 
weekend is traditionally the mosl 
enchanting and dramatic time of 
year for hoops fans. March 
Madness culminates with four 
gritty Learns battling for the national 
championship. In lhis selling, 
unforgettable upselS often decide 
the victor. North Carolina State in 
1983 and Villanova m 1985 
emerged as stunning champions 
after defeating heavily favored 
opponenls. 

This year is without a true 
Cinderella team. UNL V, Duke, 
North Carolina, and Kansas have 
clear! y been top-10 learns for most, 
if not all, of the season. Kansas, 
the alleged underdog in the Final 
Four, has thoroughly dominated 
Indiana and Arkansas in 
succession, but the Jayhawks 
remain anonymous because of their 
lack of a marquee player, not 
because of their solid 26-7 record. 

We are left with four deserving 
squads in a somewhat unevenlful 
loumament. The buzzer-beaters 
of 1990 (Connecticut-Clemson, 
Duke-Connecticul, and Georgia 
Tech-Michigan State) have been 
replaced by everyone's favorite 
question: can any team beal 
UNL V? The seleclion committee 
certainly tested the Rebels with a 
difficult West Regional, but UNL V 
was not seriously challenged. 
Georgetown, the maddening learn 
with two lottery picks and ten 

Division II-caliber players, kept 
the score close but did not exactly 
threalen the Rebels' title 
aspirations. 

UNL V vs. Duke: In a rematch 
of last year's championship game, 
Las Vegas and lhe Dukies have 
become historical teams. The 
Rebels are attempling to 
successfully defend their title, a 
feat not 
accomplished 
since Bill 
Walton's 
U C L A 
Bruins. The 
Blue Devils, in 
the meantime, 
have matched 
UCLA and 
San Francisco 
as lhe only 
schools with 
f o u r 
conseculive 
appearances. 

Final Four 

A year ago, UNL V humiliated 
Duke by thirty poinlS, but the Blue 
Devils have returned as a stronger 
team. Bobby Hurley is coming off 
his finest game as a collegian 
against SL John's and is no longer 
a nervous freshman. In a game 
featuring the two best man-to-man 
defensive teams in the country, the 
better athletes should prevail. 
Grant Hill, Thomas Hill, and Brian 
Davis give Duke a more versatile 
team than lhey had last year, but 
UNL V is still better. 

Greg Anthony will hound 
Hurley unlike any of the offensive
minded point guards of the ACC, 
thus throwing Duke's offense oul 
of sync. If Hurley cannol 
consistently get the ball to Christian 
Laellner, then Duke will be rouled 
again. The guess here is lhat 
Laeltner will score his share of 
poinlS. After all, he has already in 
his prestigious career outplayed 

such pseudo
Iegends as 
Alonzo 
Mourning, 
Shaquille 
O'Neal, and 
Oliver Miller. 
Unfortunately 
for Duke and 
their stellar 
defense, the on! y 
player in the 
country who 
may be able to 

stop Larry Johnson one-on-one is 
Dennis Rodman. UNL V 82, Duke 
76. 

UNC vs. Kansas: Roy 
Williams coaches against his 
mentor, the great Dean Smiih. 
These two teams play such similar 
styles that the game may look like 
an intrasquad scrimmage. Kansas 
has managed its third trip to the 
Final Four in six seasons with a 
new coach and a new cast of 
characters. The Tar Heels relum to 
the national semifinals for the first 
time in nine years. Nine years!!! 

Newts Crush Wharton 24-0; Reach .500 
-i I I .; .... ! 

BY CRAIG TOWER AND 
JOSH COPE 

'I know your works: you are 
neither cold nor hot. Would that 
you were cold or hot! So, because 
you are lukewarm, and neither cold 
nor hot. I will spew you out of my 
mouth.' (Revelations 3:15-16). 

The revivified Angry Young 
NewlS slithered to a stunning 24-0 
victory this Saturday, allowing 
neither rain, nor mud, nor cold to 
arrest their fearsome attack in an 
away match against the starched 
collars of Wharton. Coming off a 
recent loss to villainous Scranton 
by the same score, the Haverford 
squad showed determination and 
teamwork in extirpating the 
higgledy-piggledy opposition. 

The Newts proved their 
amphibious nature when the 
opposing mob of Millikens-to-be 
resorted to attempted drowning to 
stave off the superior Ford squad. 
What imprudent and inconsiderate 
generalship! A brilliant all-around 
effort by Us was inaugurated by 
sophomore Nalhaniel "Goose" 
Mason, who, after a blindingly 
quick set of passes off a scrum 
inside the 22 finally flew through 
the hands of classmate Martin 
Hom berger, swam in ( doggie sty le) 
for the first try. Junior captain 
Harry Siklas followed through with 
the lwopointconversion,an exploit 
he was to execute with harmonious 
equanimity four times during the 
afternoon. Tocontinuethescoring, 
classmateJoeGullace performed a 

heart-rending Conan imitation, 
hauling a hapless opponent into 
the try zone from five meters out 
before exercising a suplex body 
slam, liberating the ball of 
contention for him to hoptoad upon 
for a four point munificence. 

Gullace's gargantuan try 
emphasized the perpetual 
dominance enjoyed by the NewlS' 
pack all afternoon. The front row, 
which was obliged to buy Gullace 
a 24 pack ofliquid nirvana for his 
feat, consistently retained 
possession of the ball in 
scrumdowns. The second row 
proved adroit as well, with 
sophomore Jared Marks ravaging 
many a line-out by the Junior 
Yuppies. In the backrow, two 
relative pewcomers to flanking, 
Bryn Mawr Post-Bae (and single
handed conqueror of Panama) 
Mark Polhemis and freshman 
Maneesh Bhatt, who filled in for 
injured senior Craig Tower, whose 
tom ACL will entail costly surgery 
and manifold puissant sedatives, 
proved meritorious competitors. 
The connection between 8 man 
Max "Steamroller" Weintraub and 
scrum half Ed Anton, both 
sophomores with senses of humor 

to match, was "psychic." 
The wing rose to the occasion 

as well, under the leadership of 
senior fly half and linear thinker 
Dan Phillips, who almost defected 
during the second half. While an 
early injury to rookie senior Jared 
Strole saw freshman Ghendi 
Murungi join the match, the wing 
remained self-possessed. Senior 
wing 3/4 James Reingold 
continually thwarted Wharton's 
lame kicking attacks with his sleady ! 
hands. But the play of the game i 
was performed by fullback Siklas 
who took the ball at midfield, 
mischievously dummied a pass to 
his support, and mounted his 
bicycle to speed into the try zone. 
Wharton lay like a carcass ravaged 
by vultures in the desert, but 
Weintraub would not stand to be 
outdone, and burgled the ball past 
the ineluctably careerist Wharton 
pack on a five-meter scrumdown, 
securing from the back row his 
own weekend pourboire. 
Wharton's selfish denial of post
game bacchanalia should be 
rectified this weekend, as theNewlS 
peregrinate to Vassar for a match 
and Saturday night tour of nearby 
MIT's astrophysics library. 

~ I 
I 

Go Newts! Ford ruggers practice rucking. Photo by Christian Long 

Not since freshman Michael Jordan 
nailed the jumper to give El Deano 
his first championship has UNC 
advanced past the regional finals. 

The tremendous pressure to 
reach the Final Four and the 
remarkable effort by Mark Macon 
contributed to a surprisingly close 
UNC-Temple game. A loss to lhe 
upstart Owls would have ranked as 

. one of the mosl bitter of Smith's 
storied career. As has happened 
about 60 percent of the time in the 
last three years, lhough, Macon's 
shot clanged harmlessly off lhe 
rim, and UNC survived. 

North Carolina should be ready 
to play its best basketball now that 
they have nothing to lose. Kansas 
has tremendous confidence after 
dismantling two teams previously 
ranked as high as IA (in this year 
of UNL V superiorily, the second
best team has deserved some sort 
of special recognition.) The Tar 
Heels are a better team than their 
mirror image from the Big Eight, 
and Kansas is not likely to duplicate 
their outstanding foul shooting two 
games in a row. UNC 90, Kansas 
77. 

intelligence allows me to refer to 
Nevada-Las Vegas as a "school"), 
they share a common bond: 
winning! While the glitterofVegas 
has been to the Final Four three 
times in five years, the Carolina 
blue has advanced to the Sweet 
Sixteen an amazing 11 consecutive 
years. 

The besl strategy for the Tar 
Heels may be to instigate a bench
clearing brawl immediately after 
the opening lip. With the starters 
from both tearnsejected,Carolina's 
vaunted Blue team could dominate. 
In reality, Smilh's biggest 
challenge will be devising a plan 
that allows him to make use of his 
superior bench strength. Perhaps 
he will try to break conventional 
wisdom and run with UNL V, 
assuming that he can exhaust the 
likes of Johnson, Stacey Augmon, 
and Anderson Hunt. Maybe Duke, 
Carolina's hated riva) from the 
ACC, will help the Heels by 
wearing down UNL Von Saturday. 

Without extraordinary 
circumstances, the final could be 
an interesting game. The Runnin' 
Rebels are 33-0 for a n:asqn, 

I 

The National Championship. however, and thatisd~fen~b"'(h.en. 
1

• r •. 1m .,i' -10 1tl"·F'Jm s 
, they, need .,to,

11 
.l)1'fL Y, ~pplit;s In UNL V and North Carolina, we 

have a match up of the most hated 
and loved teams by the NCAA. In 
JerryTarkanianandSmith, we have 
lwo of the winningest coaches of 
all time. Despite the obvious 
differences between the two 
schools (Greg Anlhony's 

unparalleled pressure on the 
opponent , translating lh e 
aggressive defense into easy 
baskelS. King Rice is not the type 
of point guard who can carry a 
team through such exlreme 
pressure. UNL V 87, UNC 72. 

·" ·Bryn ~MawF"AthletiG l'Jlli~, 

Association's Sixth 
Solo Triathalon 

50 Length Swim I 15 Mile Bike I 4 Mile Run 
OR 25 Length Swim I 7.5 Mile Bike I 2 Mile Run (Mini). 

Date: Sunday April 7 
Time: Check-In 7.00AM 

Warm-Up 7.30AM 
Start 8.00AM 

Location: Bern Schwartz Gymnasium, The swim will be in 
the 8-lane 25-yard pool, the bike and the run will take place in the 
scenic back roads around Bryn Mawr. 

Elegibility: Any Facultu, Staff, Student or Alumna of Bryn 
Mawr and Haverford Colleges is eligible to participate. 

Entry fee: $13 per person with T-Shirt 
$10 per person without T-Shirt 
$10 with T-Shirt if you enter with a friend, 

$7 without T-Shirt. 

Entries are due by Monday April 1 

Awards: There will be three divisons for awards - women's, 
men's and mixed. Awards for first and second in each division, 
number of entries permitting. 

Features: RefreshmenlS after the race I Raffle Prizes. 

--------------------Upon receipt of this entry you will receive the course maps 
and rules. please detach and return to Debbie Murphy, Box C-73·1 
BMC. 

Name _______________ ~ 

Friend (if applicable) ________ _ 
Box ____ _ 

Phone _____ _ 
T Shirt Size (circle): S M L XL 
Amount Enclosed _____ _ 
T~iathlon (circle): Regular Mini 
Make Checks payable lo Bryn Mawr College Athletic 

Association. 
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National Success: We at the News Salute Matt and Seamus for Their Efforts in Leading 
Haverford to the Forefront of NCAA Division III running. 

Junior All-American Matt Leighninger: Won the NCAA Division III Indoor 1500m 
Championship, placed 5th in 800m. 

Senior All-American Seamus McElligott: Multiple event NCAA champion, placed 2nd in the 
5000m in the Indoor Nationals, 5th in the 1500m. 

TOWER: 
'Kill dem der Varmints' 

BY CRAIG TOWER 

There are those whose obscene and 
degenerate lives lead them to false beliefs; 
heresies of common sense, despicable 
notions, absurd and ludicrous lies! Such 
people (and I shall refrain from naming any 
here thanks to my well-developed sense of 
self-restraint) are often caught with their 
metaphorical pants down when faced with 
rational opposition and fight beleaguered 
rear-guard actions against the morally and 
intellectually correct forces - of 
righteousness, only to be massacred 

we going to let a horde of raving 
totalitarians demolish our already meagre 
Constitutional rights with petty 
harassment designed at limiting our 
priceless extracurricular relaxation? A 
squirrel in the oven is better than two on 
the butcher block, that's what I say! 
Considering the proliferation of 
Naugahyde jackets on campus, an influx 
of nice fluffy pelts would take this school 
a few rungs up the fashion ladder, as well. 

The time has come for all right
thinking individuals to score a blow 

HOMBERGER: 
Save Our Squirrels 

BY MARTIN BOMBERGER 

The suggestion that squirrel hunting 
even be considered by the CSSP (Committee 
on Supervision of Sports Programs) is pure 
barbarity. For one thing, squirrels are our 
greatest natural resource here on our tranquil 
campuses. Many a pre-frosh or perspective 
faculty member has seen our squirrels and 
felt their hearts stir with affection for the 
friendly animal, thus deciding on Haverford 
or Bryn Mawr even when their heads told 

them otherwise. We 
therefore owe much of 

zealous zealots who lust for their 
extermination. 

in an ambush of common sense at 
every false move in their misguided 
arguments. This is just such an 

One-On-One: our success as an 
institution to our dear 
squirrels, and must 
repay our debt of 
gratitude. Nobody but 
a cold-hearted 
Philistine could fail to 

occasion. 
My mentally vacant colleague 

seems to believe that a program of 
institutionalized squirrel 

Squirrel Hunting for Credit? 

management would be somehow unfeasible appreciate the artistic impressions that our 
on our fair campus. NOTHING COULD againstthebombasticravingsofill-tutored furry cousins make on the bi-co arboretum. 

It is even rumored that Haverford 
President Thomas Kessinger and Bryn Mawr 
President Mary Patterson McPherson 
maintain their own squirrels, so if official 
business should take them away from these 
humble locales they might be revived and 
inspired at the end of the day by the sight of 
their personal fluffy companions. To kill a 
squirrel is not just to kill one little helpless 
animal, it is to kill the spirit of trust and 
mutual understanding that has been built up 
over generations. It is no coincidence that 
the official pet of the Quakers is the squirrel. 
This is why they have the prerogative to 

roam free and untouched on our campuses, 
friends with every living being, in touch 
with nature and ourselves. Yes, they must 
be protected, even if more security staff 
must be taken on. An attendant advantage is 
that in the added security patrols for the 
protection of the squirrels, many dark and 
previously unsafe areas of campus will 
become safe places for humans, too, to roam 
and enjoy. 

BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH!!! We Old World tradition.-monge~sby standing The squirrels, our cousins, are engaged 
up proudly and takmg the hfe of at least in the same life-or-death struggle that we must not allow the stale, meandering, 

scductiverhetoricofthis deviousAnglophile Craig Tower is a grizzly Haverford 
deter us from the implementation of a senior, who earlier thyis semester wrote 
practical and ideologically admirable policy! a latter to the editor villifying the sacred 
I ask each and every one of you, what do you One-One-One. Through a bit of editorial 
valuemory,themangytai;cass9fspJ1lefl~<h , ,cper.ciQ(I, he- ho..s ,now come to see the 
bitten tree rodent, or your P.E. credit? Are error of his ways. 

face every day with issues of sexism, racism, 
religiousism, ethnicism, ageism and . . " . .. 
heterosexism. The squirrel community is Mart1_n Hornberger 1s the token llmey _on 
not passive and ignorant_ it realizes the the B1-Co Ne~s staff. and as ~ell as be'.ng • 
imporl<\nce of the mauers at hand and an ardent ammal /over. he .lists crushing 

. • • consequenifymusl oe proteeteCl rrom~vef-~ ·Argentina -as"(l'/tabb~ • • • 


